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Sixteen hundred sneakers hit the pavement for a walk — or run — through campus on one
of the last warm days of autumn. Read more about the annual Frericks 5K, Page 9.
Photo by Zoey Xia ’15
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Welcome
to
23 #ClubRoesch
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PRESIDENT’S
COMMENTARY

CONTRIBUTORS

ZOEY XIA is a graduate student in
communication. With a bachelor’s degree in journalism and
enthusiasm for photography, she
is interested in presenting stories
through pictures, including this
issue's feature on Red Scare. She
also works for Flyer News as a staff
photographer.
DOUG HARRIS ’79 was a four-year
letterman for the UD basketball
team. He covered Ohio State
football and Flyer hoops for the
Dayton Daily News before retiring
in 2013. He’s a freelance writer
and lives in Springfield, Ohio, with
his wife, Dott.
CAROLINE MCCORMACK is a
senior journalism major who has
worked for UD Magazine since
August 2014. She writes, “I have
one semester left to go! After
digging deep for my research of
Red Scare, I have also decided to
take up investigation as a personal
hobby.”

Read the magazine
via iPad, iPhone and Android mobile
apps available at no charge through the
iTunes and Google Play stores.
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COMMENTARY by
DANIEL J. CURRAN

Our common home

W
Daniel J. Curran
President,
University of Dayton

President: Daniel J. Curran
Interim Vice President for Enrollment
Management and Marketing:
Jason Reinoehl

Staff Contributors: Jessica Barga,
Thomas M. Columbus, Michael
Dunekacke, Michaela Eames, Gina
Gray, Mike Kurtz, Shannon Shelton
Miller, Brian Mills, Meagan Pant,
Jeaneen Parsons, Teri Rizvi, Shawn
Robinson, Cilla Bosnak Shindell

program has tripled as we prepare students to
design energy-efficient buildings and develop
clean energy for the developing world.
In the University of Dayton Research Institute, we’re conducting high-impact research in
renewable energy technologies.
In the School of Business Administration, students are learning socially responsible investing,
and we don’t have to look too far to find teachable
moments. Our board of trustees spent more than
a year developing a philosophy called “Catholic,
sustainable and responsible investing.” Over the
last year, in a phased approach, we eliminated fossil fuel holdings from domestic equity accounts,
invested in green and sustainable technologies,
and divested from all mutual funds.
In November, the Hanley Sustainability Institute brought together faith-based organizations
to advance the global conversation about divestment and the pope’s call for climate solutions.
This is a complex issue with no easy solutions.
In times of social change, we draw upon the Marianist philosophy. We must stay at the table, listen
to each other, harness the gifts of all and work
together toward a shared vision of the Earth.
As the pope wrote, “The notion of the common
good also extends to future generations.”

Website: magazine.udayton.edu

Blog: udquickly.udayton.edu

Email: magazine@udayton.edu

Twitter: twitter.com/daymag

Send class notes to:
classnotes@udayton.edu

Facebook: facebook.udayton.edu

Records changes only to:
records@udayton.edu
or 888-253-2383

Student Staff: Maddie Beban, Emily
Bensman, Kristin Davis, Lexie Digby,
Erin Frey, Emma Jensen, Caroline
McCormack, Grace Poppe, Sarah
Spech, Ryan Wilker, Zoey Xia
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Editor Emeritus: Thomas M. Columbus
Editor: Michelle Tedford
Managing Editor: Audrey Starr
Art Director: Frank Pauer
Photographer: Larry Burgess

e are being called to be good stewards of the Earth.
As Pope Francis wrote in his
groundbreaking encyclical on the
environment, “What kind of world
do we want to leave to those who
come after us, to children who are now growing
up?”
The pope asked us to “care for our common
home” — and, ultimately, to care for the world’s
most vulnerable citizens who are being affected
the most by environmental degradation. (See
story, Page 38).
Before the pope called for global stewardship,
we made sustainability a major initiative.
In 2013, I signed the American College and
University Presidents’ Climate Commitment,
pledging that we will take steps to achieve carbon neutrality. We reduced our energy usage and
mandated LEED guidelines for new construction
and renovations.
We’re making strides. Even as we built substantially more new facilities and increased enrollment to a record high, we reduced greenhouse
gas emissions 5 percent per student over our 2006
high.
In the School of Engineering, enrollment in
the renewable and clean energy master’s degree

University of Dayton Magazine (Wnter 2015-16, Vol. 8. No. 2, ISSN 2152-3673) is published quarterly by the University of
Dayton, University Communications, 300 College Park, Dayton, OH 45469-1323. Periodicals postage paid at Dayton, Ohio.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to University of Dayton Magazine, Records Office, 300 College Park, Dayton, OH
45469-7051.
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LETTERS

I honestly
wasn’t too sure who
Dylan even was
at the time, but
now I know I
witnessed an icon.
—Jane Mahon Massengill
Have thoughts about what
you read this issue?
SEND YOUR LETTERS TO:
University of Dayton Magazine
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469-1303
EMAIL US AT:
magazine-letters@udayton.edu
TWEET TO:
@daymag
Please include your city and
state. Indicate whether you
wish your email address
printed. Letters should not
exceed 300 words. University
of Dayton Magazine may edit
for clarity and brevity. Not all
letters are printed due to space.
Opinions expressed are those
of the letter writers and not
necessarily of this publication
nor the University of Dayton.

CHAPEL RENOVATION

A huge and sincere thank you
to Sandra Yocum and Brother
James Fitz, co-chairs of the chapel renovation project. Magnificent job! Everything is perfect
and lasting. The photos and article in the autumn issue [“All
Are Welcome”] told the story so
beautifully and completely. This
historic renovation both takes
one’s breath away and feeds the
soul. Can’t wait to see it in person.
MARY ELLEN RAIN ’76 AND
WILLIAM R. RAIN ’61
BONITA SPRINGS, FLORIDA

In the 1980s, when I first
stepped foot into the UD chapel,
I saw all the chairs surrounding
the altar and I thought, “Wow,
how progressive, how communal, how post-Vatican II.” Now I
see the pictures of the new chapel and I think, “Wow, how sterile, how sad, how pre-Vatican
II.” Through your architecture,
you have taken the community
out of the liturgy. From the looks
of it, the next time I visit UD I’ll
receive Communion on my knees
and hear the Mass in Latin.
OTTO WILD ’91

PORTLAND, OREGON

CORNER-TO-CORNER

I love UD Magazine. The best

issue was the one with the story
about the great Elite Eight success of UD women’s basketball
[“Believe,” Summer 2015]. In
other sports news, UD football
goes “corner-to-corner” — if you
were to take one football from
every game in the UD scoring
streak, which is something like
436 games over nearly 39 years,
and line them up end-to-end,
they would reach from one corner of the end zone diagonally
to the opposite corner of the
far end zone. I think it is worth
noting, especially since this is
the longest streak in NCAA football history! I graduated in 1977.
UD football had zero winning
seasons in my four years, and
our team has had 38 out of 39
winning seasons since I left. In
1977, then-President Raymond
Roesch announced a change
in division for UD football. I
thought it was a bad idea at
first, but actually it was very
successful.
BILL FROMEL ’77
LAS VEGAS

Editor’s note: As of Nov. 14,
the streak was up to 441 games
without being shut out.
Of all the years reading
the UD Magazine, I’ve yet to
read something about the UD
W i n t e r 2015-16

football team ... the coaches, the
players, the wins and the losses. I live in the Washington, D.C.,
area, and I am always checking
for the UD football scores. Most
of the time they win, and I wonder why nothing is said, or why
they’re never mentioned in the
magazine.
JIM WOLAN ’56
BURKE, VIRGINIA

Editor’s note: Given our production schedule, we can rarely
include timely news about sports.
As we go to press, the Flyer football team is still playing, but we
offer Mr. Wolan and other readers
highlights on Page 21.
I was a part-time manager
of the football team in the later
’60s and remember the “old”
helmets well [“Head of the
Pack,” UDQuickly Oct. 29, 2015].
What I remember most was
the iron guard that ran from
the top center of the cage to the
bottom ending in a point. They
used to get bent and we had to
straighten them for the following week. Not much has really
changed except the head protection against concussions has
improved.
DICK MORAN

POSTED TO UDQUICKLY.
UDAYTON.EDU
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ALL ARE WELCOME [TO
DOWNLOAD THIS PHOTO]

MAN OF ALL SEASONS

Dennis was a man of all seasons and very approachable [“In
Memoriam: Law Professor Dennis
Greene,” UDQuickly Sept. 9, 2015].
I often encountered Dennis at
Burger King in the mornings while
getting coffee. My son Michael
and his wife spent a wonderful
evening at the UD School of Law
with Dennis. They still speak
about the knowledge learned that
evening.

I am a student currently living in the
1903 Trinity Marianist student community and noticed the beautiful photo
of the open door chapel on the cover of
UD Magazine [Autumn 2015]. The photo offers the great message of “All Are
Welcome” not only to the chapel but
also to the greater UD community. It is
a theme that is overarching in our Marianist student community as we continually open our doors to help build community and further extend the Marianist
charism to fellow UD students and others
who visit our home.

JOHN POLEY

POSTED TO UDQUICKLY.UDAYTON.
EDU

I met Dennis several times
at alumni reunion dinners and
sat with him and discussed classic movies [“In Memoriam: Law
Professor
Dennis
Greene,”
UDQuickly Sept. 9, 2015]. Very sad
to hear of his passing because I
had not seen him at the last several
reunions. UD was lucky to have him and I was
honored to have met him.
DEBORAH INDIVINO

POSTED TO UDQUICKLY.UDAYTON.EDU

FIELDHOUSE CONCERTS

Did not get to utilize the UD Arena that
much as I graduated in ’71 having come back
from the Army in 1970 [“That’s the Ticket,”
Autumn 2015]. Did see a number of great acts
in the old Fieldhouse during the ’60s including The Temptations, The Four Seasons and
Smokey Robinson & The Miracles, to name a
few. Had to wait out all night
to get a ticket which was usually during the winter. Brr!

BEN ZIEGLER
DAYTON

Editor’s note: We’ve made the cover
photo available to Ben and anyone
else who would like it ( print quality,
20MB file). Download it here:
bit.ly/UDM_allarewelcomephoto.

LASTING FRIENDSHIPS

Thanks you for sharing news of our
upcoming reunion in “Bond of Brothers”
[Summer 2015]. On Oct. 23-25, the brothers
of Epsilon Sigma Phi Fraternity and their
wives — 50 in all — came together at UD to
celebrate the 50th anniversary of its founding there in 1965. It’s certainly a great tribute to the University that it was a part of
producing lasting friendships that have
endured.
One highlight of the Friday kick-off
dinner was music provided by The King’s

DICK MORAN

POSTED TO UDQUICKLY.
UDAYTON.EDU

I ushered for the Bob
Dylan concert at the UD
Arena [“That’s the Ticket,”
Autumn 2015]. Must have
been around 1978 or 1979.
Was paid all of $5! I honestly
wasn’t too sure who Dylan
even was at the time, but now
I know I witnessed an icon.

OUR OLD PLACE
Looking forward to our 50th reunion in 2020 to see if the old place is
still there [“My Old House: 47 Chambers St.,” Autumn 2015]. Hoping all
my old 47 Chambers roomies are still
in great health then as we were for
our 45th.
GEORGE HOGUET
POSTED TO UDQUICKLY.
UDAYTON.EDU

JANE MAHON MASSENGILL

UUNI
NIVVEERRSSIITTYY OOFF DDAY
AYTTOONN M
MAAGGAAZZIN
INEE

JOE DEGENNARO ’67
NEW YORK CITY

BREAST CANCER
REHABILITATION

Good article about one of the great assets
in the University’s Doctor of Physical Therapy
program [“Bodies in Motion,” Autumn 2015].
ERIC BUSCHUR

POSTED TO UDQUICKLY.
UDAYTON.EDU

66

English, a band led by one of our brothers. They still sound terrific. On Saturday,
three Dayton seniors gave us a really great
tour of the campus. We were all very impressed with the way UD has grown over the
years and UD’s vision for the future. We then
headed to the UD Arena to watch the men’s
and women’s basketball teams play scrimmages. Both teams were very impressive, and
we look forward to their 2015-16 season and
rooting them on to victory. Sunday morning,
we attended Mass at the newly renovated
Chapel of the Immaculate Conception. They
did a wonderful job of decorating, and we
were so happy to see so many students attending Mass.
We all headed home afterward with wonderful memories and plans to get together
again real soon. We’ll be sending the University a gift as our small way of thanking them
for a great education and the lasting friendships we established there.

POSTED TO UDQUICKLY.UDAYTON.EDU
W
Wiinntteerr 2015-16
2015-16

mainStream
What you said.

Eric F. Spina
@efspina
Can’t wait to see the @red_scare in action
up close and personal!! I hear that you are
impressive!! Go Flyers! #UDNewPrez

Alexandra Altomare
@alibearie7
Starting my morning with donuts, bingo, politics, and Pope Francis. I love UD! Very proud to
be a Catholic today! #UDPope #pope2congress

Jen Konstantinidis
@JKrollin91
Getting my @daymag in the mail is
like Christmas coming early #Flyers
Jojo
@JojoCerra
Bienvenido a la
familia!
#UDNewPrez
@univofdayton
@UDaytonAlumni

alexa marinos
@clevelandsaplum
For a non-Catholic, this Greek
Orthodox is digging her alma
mater and the @Pontifex this
Sunday morning. @daymag

Brooke Weimer
@brooke_weimer
So blessed to be at
this beautiful school
@univofdayton

Dayshon Smith
@scoochstackin
The Wait is Over ..
#TrueTeam

Erin Frey @erinnicolefrey
Although I am in a sea of 50,000 religious people, no
one said bless you when I sneezed…hmm #UDPope

UD Marianist Bros
@UDMarianistBros
Bro Brandon wishes he
were cooking an omelette for Pope Francis…
But Bro Tom Farnsworth
is a close second.

Jessica Davis
@jessgldavis
As a proud @univofdayton alum working in #sustainability, I’m so excited to see the
@ud_hsi social media pages go live! #FlyerFaithful

Morgan Kurtz
@_Murtz
UD PSA: VWK has
enchiladas

Samantha
@Samantha_Eileen
Love hearing a
@univofdayton professor
on @NPR today!

Julie
@ayankinyork
@daymag aaargh,
got my 2016 reunion invite (’91).
feeling very old.
sigh.

Erin Cannon
@runningErinz
Surprise @MikePosner
concert at UD last
night?! Yet another
reason why I miss,
and will always love
the Promise Land
@univofdayton

Zach Snyder
@ZachSnyder22
Batman casually riding
a bike around campus
screaming motivational
sayings. Gotta love UD.

Sincerely Jennie
@JennieSzink
“I could go on and
on about UD, and
so could you.” Dr.
Dan @univofdayton
Chicago networking
reception

monica
@minnimoo67
Thanks for taking such good
care of my boy UD....special
place. @univofdayton

KING GEE @GyrellNicG
University of Dayton >>> I just fell in love..
W i n t e r 2015-16
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—POST-IT LEFT ON THE WINDOW OF THE HANGAR
DURING LOVE YOUR BODY WEEK

“Don’t ever
end up on my
show.”
—JERRY SPRINGER, TALK SHOW HOST AND
FORMER CINCINNATI MAYOR, DURING A
CAMPUS VISIT WITH STUDENTS

CONVERSATION PIECES

“Beauty begins
the moment you
decide to be
yourself.”

—SOPHOMORE GWEN BARTOT,
RIVER PLUNGE PADDLER

“Feeding ourselves
well is the first
step to feeding the
world well.”
—FOOD ADVOCATE ELLEN GUSTAFSON AT
UD SPEAKER SERIES EVENT

“Should’ve
worn
socks.”

—LAW STUDENT CODY ETHREDGE ’15, WHO
DONNED RED HIGH HEELS FOR UD’S WALK A MILE IN
HER SHOES BENEFIT TO STOP GENDER VIOLENCE

8
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bit.ly/UDM_DennisGreene

Dennis Greene melted hearts crooning ballads
such as “Tears on My Pillow” for the 1978 hit
movie Grease. But the co-founder of Sha Na
Na — a nostalgic rock group in gold lamé that
performed at Woodstock — was better known
on campus as a passionate professor.
Greene, a former vice president at
Columbia Pictures, joined UD’s
law faculty in 2001 and taught
courses on the law, entertainment,
media, race and society. In Street
Law classes for high school
students, Greene inspired young
people to connect personal
experience with Constitutional
rights to spark interest in legal
careers. This fall, tears were
falling again: Greene died Sept. 5.
He was 66.
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“[J]ust admiring
the beauty of God’s
creation around me
and floating on.”

Good as gold

Victory lap
Rigorous testing and technical inspection didn’t slow UD’s Society
of Automotive Engineers during this summer’s international SAE
Supermileage competition at Eaton Proving Grounds in Marshall, Michigan.
Tasked with building a car from the engine up, 25 teams competed based
on fuel efficiency, endurance and a written report. The UD team hit
195 mpg and claimed 15th place. Club members negotiate sponsors, develop
designs and construct the car with minimal outside intervention, making
their victory that much sweeter. “I’ve probably learned the most about
engineering from this club,” says senior Matt
Farkosh. “You’re involved in every step
of the process. It’s a lot of fun.”
Their next goal: 500 mpg.

Best foot forward

Devotion
Mary, the Mother of
Jesus, is many things
to many people: the
young virgin, the grieving mother, the goddess.
In December, National
Geographic magazine
follows the story of how
she became the world’s
most powerful woman
with stories of apparitions and devotions
around the world.
Reporter Maureen
Orth spent time at UD’s
International Marian
Research Institute/Marian
Library and talked with its scholars, including Father Johann
Roten, S.M., and Father Bert Buby, S.M. ’55. “Mary continues to
exist in a real way,” Buby said.
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Eight worked behind the scenes so nearly
800 could race for the finish line. Coinciding
with this fall’s Family Weekend, the 23rd
annual Frericks 5K allowed Department of
Health and Sport Science students to volunteer and show what they could do, from
securing sponsors to laying out the race
course, said faculty member Gerry Gallo.
The event raised $10,000 to support the
student-run Community Physical Activity
Programs. This year’s race memorialized
both Thomas J. Frericks ’53, former UD
athletics director for whom the 5K is named,
and Jim Paxson ’56, race co-founder.
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Peace be with you (& your backpack)
When Jen Morin-Williamson came to UD in 2012, she wanted to give people peace. “It started out as an email
signature,” the Marycrest Residence Complex campus minister says. “It was a catch phrase, but really it was a way
of praying for people.” Now, she gives out roughly 500 multicolored peace pins every year to students, parents
and faculty on move-in day in August. “As a person of faith, I think peace exemplifies what people want and need,”
Williamson said. Even months after move-in day, she enjoys scanning the campus for glimpses of bright orange, pink,
blue or purple on backpacks and jackets.

Safe and sound
Matthew Srnoyachki ’15 has created something portable, affordable and universal to save lives. Srnoyachki, UD Research Institute research engineer, is
part of the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base team
that won first place in the 2015 Air Force Research
Laboratory Commander’s Challenge
to find the best ways to protect a
military installation in an activeshooter situation. The team’s
four door-jamming devices are
alternatives to current practices,
such as blockading doors with furniture. Srnoyachki completed the initial engineering
design, testing and prototyping for two of the devices.
Now, he’s working with a company to take them to the
marketplace to keep occupants safe in schools, hotels
and homes.

W i n t e r 2015-16
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FLIGHT DECK
JOIN US
AT THE MANGER: CHRISTMAS
AND BEYOND
Through Jan. 24,
Roesch Library
The annual exhibit of créches
from throughout the world
includes a new model train
installation that tells the story
of Jesus’ young life.
FEAST OF ADÈLE DE BATZ DE
TRENQUELLÉON
12:30 p.m. Monday, Jan. 11,
Chapel of the Immaculate
Conception
A celebration of one of the
Marianist founders, who
established the Daughters
of Mary Immaculate in 1816.
Reception follows Mass.
“RACE AND CIVILITY IN
EVERYDAY LIFE”
7 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 26,
Kennedy Union Ballroom
Elijah Anderson, one of the
leading urban ethnographers
in the United States, discusses
his work as part of UD’s the
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
celebration. Part of the
UD Speakers Series.

Saudi student success
As president of the UD Saudi
Student Association, Mohammad
Albloushi ’16 has a big job: representing all 550 students — Intensive English Program, undergraduate and graduate — from Saudi
Arabia who attend UD.
His good work was acknowledged in September when the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia awarded
the UD Saudi Student Association
third place out of 320 university
student associations for most successful events and communication
at the annual meeting for Saudi
Student Associations in Washington, D.C.
Albloushi, a graduate student Albloushi: welcoming Saudi students to UD, and UD to Saudi culture.
studying engineering management,
The group sponsors Saudi National Day,
says that the certificate and additional budget of
two religious celebrations, and several smaller
$1,000 is both an honor and a motivator to keep
events promoting Saudi culture each year. The
improving. “This year, we can put even more of
whole organization meets monthly to discuss
an effort into satisfying our students,” he said.
how Saudi students can better transition to UD
The UD group began in 2012 to facilitate
and how they can better fill what Albloushi said
communications between its students and the
is the important task of integrating their own
University, as well as with the administrators
culture on UD’s campus.
of their Saudi Arabia Cultural Mission scholar—Grace Poppe ’16
ships.

FRANCESCA BLANCHARD
8 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 4,
Sears Recital Hall
The French-born bilingual
singer-songwriter performs
artfully crafted music. An
ArtsLIVE presentation.
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Silver success

University of Dayton Magazine
received a silver award for best alumni
magazine from CASE District V,
the professional organization for
education advancement, including
communications. It also received an
honorable mention in the feature
writing category for “Little by Little”
in the Winter 2014-15 issue about
the human rights research our students are conducting in Malawi, Africa.

W i n t e r 2015-16

Saving manufacturers energy and money never felt so
good. UD’s Industrial Assessment
Center received the U.S. Department of Energy 2015 Center of
Excellence Award. It also won
the award in 2003.
The DOE funds 24 centers
nationwide to perform free energy assessments for regional midsized manufacturers. Reports
include an analysis of clients’
energy bills, lighting, and com-

pressed air and waste streams,
along with processes for savings
opportunities.
Since 1981, UD’s center, using
teams of students and faculty,
has performed more than 900
assessments, helping manufacturers reduce their energy use
by about 7 percent. In a typical
year, the center saves companies
the equivalent electricity use of
1,300 houses and the equivalent
natural gas use of 280 houses.

Mike Hennessey helps UD get fit.

Pumped up
UD runs laps around the competition in two new
lists that put our campus among the healthiest and
fittest in the nation.
The Active Times named UD No. 5 of its Fittest 50
Colleges in America, and Greatist listed UD among its
25 Healthiest Colleges.
“Dayton is one of the fittest because we have something for everyone,” said senior Mike Hennessey, a fitness attendant at the RecPlex and officer for the campus powerlifting club. “Intramurals, aerobics classes,
personal training, NCAA teams — whatever you want.”
It’s not just about what you do, but how you fuel
your life. Both rankings included mention of UD’s
nutritious and international food available in dining
halls, which contribute to the healthy culture.
“It’s a lifelong habit that you develop when you’re
young and maintain when you get older,” said senior Polly Stidhem, president of the girls’ fitness club
UD CHAARG.

Photo courtesy SAMANTHA THOMPSON

Saving money, winning awards
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You have
to sleep at
college

“Mom, I’m late for college.”
Three-and-a-half-year-old
Cooper Thompson had his camouflage backpack across his shoulders and Cars bedroll under his arm.
(He knows that
when you go to
college, you have
to sleep there.) As
part of his daily Thompson
play, Cooper often tells his mom,
Samantha Thompson, that he’s
going to “college” — which is in the
backyard or the basement of his
family’s Kettering, Ohio, home.
This day, though, he had a
different destination in mind.
Cooper headed to the garage.
“I need a haircut, and I’m really
late,” he insisted.
So Mom turned to her 6-yearold daughter. “Ruby, let’s go —
we’re taking Cooper to college,”
she said and piled the family into
the van.
When they arrived at UD, a
tour guide greeted Cooper like
she does so many other prospective students: “What are your
W i n t e r 2015-16

professional goals?”
“I would like to develop a helmet for space that stays on real
good,” Cooper replied.
The Thompson family joined
a campus tour, the two young ones
filling bags as they visited from department (candy dish) to department (candy dish). The 90-minute
tour included a stop at the School
of Engineering and the Emerson
Innovation Laboratories; dad
Tanner is a variable speed/field
technician at Emerson Climate
Technologies.
As the tour returned to Albert Emanuel Hall, a tired Cooper
turned to Mom and asked if he
could go back to the van. Wasn’t he
going to stay at college, she asked?
“No, I’m too little.”
But one day, he’ll be bigger.
Mom said she will keep the photo
of a young Cooper walking up the
brick path to Albert Emanuel Hall.
Beside it she plans to place a similar photo to be taken more than a
decade from now, when a much
bigger boy will announce it’s time
to make that space helmet.

U NI V E R S I T Y O F D AY T O N M A G A Z IN E
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UD announces
19th president,
Eric Spina
Spina, a Roman Catholic, said the
mission of the University aligns with
the personal values he learned from
his parents — both teachers — and in 12
years of Catholic education, including
four years at Canisius High School in
Buffalo, New York. He told those in attendance that while he has never lived
in Ohio, coming to the University of
Dayton feels like “coming home.”
“The path I have followed to the
University of Dayton, including as a
father and as a Roman Catholic, has
taught me about the the transformative
power of education, the importance of
building and nurturing community, and
the central role of faith in an institution
as complex and diverse as a research
university,” he said.
Spina joined the Syracuse faculty in
1988 as an assistant professor in the De-

partment of Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering and rose through the ranks
as department chair and dean. For nine
years, he served as vice chancellor and
provost, the university’s chief academic
officer. He also briefly served as interim
chancellor and president in 2013.
In making the announcement, Steve
Cobb ’86, chairman of the University’s
board of trustees, said Spina is a nationally recognized leader in higher education with a career marked by excellence in academic leadership, teaching,
research and community engagement,
and a warm, engaging personal style.
“He is a good listener, a good learner,
and his style aligns with who we are and
what we are,” Cobb said. “In all that he’s
done, we saw a servant-leader guided by
his values and dedicated to serving others with his experience and knowledge.
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n Sept. 15, the University of Dayton introduced Eric F. Spina to the Flyer community as the 19th president and the
second lay leader in its 165-year history.
Spina will begin his term July 1.
Spina, who has served Syracuse
University for 27 years, was selected
unanimously by the University of Dayton board of trustees. He will succeed
Daniel J. Curran, president since 2002,
who will step down in June 2016 after
an era of unprecedented growth.
Curran was among those to welcome Spina and his family to Dayton
before a crowd of campus and community leaders in the Kennedy Union ballroom.
“When you become the next president next summer, you will become the
steward of a remarkable legacy,” Curran
said.

Flyers offer
good wishes
and advice:
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UD Marianist Bros
@UDMarianistBros
A warm Marianist welcome
to @efspina You and your
family are in our prayers
#UDNewPrez
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Brian Kollars
@briankollars
#UDNewPrez Eric Spina on
UD’s 2014 upset of Syracuse:
I’ll respond to questions, even
friendly digs, with Go Flyers!
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UD Alumni
@UDaytonAlumni
Welcome to the #FlyerFamily!
#UDNewPrez

The Marianists
@Marianists
@univofdayton Dear Dr.
Spina: It’s all about community. #UDNewPrez

professional.”
Spina earned his doctoral and master’s degrees in mechanical and
aerospace
engineering
from Princeton University. A prolific researcher
and author with a 20-year
research focus on experimental
high-speed fluid mechanics, he
has worked on multimilliondollar grants from NASA, the
National Science Foundation
and the Environmental
Protection Agency. He
holds two U.S. patents
and is author, co-author
or editor of dozens of academic publications.
Spina said his family — including his wife,
Karen, daughter, Kaitlyn,
and son, Emery — are
excited to become part of
the Flyer family ... and expand his wardrobe’s color
palette beyond Syracuse
orange.
“We are really, really
gratified by the welcome
that we have received
from the broad community — trustees, alumni,
administrators, staff, faculty, students and civic
leaders,” he said. “To be
welcomed with open arms
and the degree of warmth
we have received has reaffirmed again and again
our decision to come to
Dayton. Thank you for
being open to an outsider
who, right now, wears a lot
of orange clothes — but
is rapidly moving to a red
wardrobe.”

What people are saying:
“From my first meeting
with Eric, he impressed me as a
smart, engaging, collaborative
and respectful leader. His
genuineness, integrity and
sense of inclusiveness were
quite impressive. These are
just the qualities we value in
the president of this Catholic
and Marianist university. He will
build on a strong foundation of
the past three presidents, all
for the good of our mission.”
— Father Martin Solma, S.M.
’71, provincial for the Marianist
Province of the United States
“Dr. Spina’s management
style is anchored in
collaboration and consensus
building. His leadership as
provost at Syracuse University
was invaluable, and he will
bring the same talents to his
new position as president
of the University of Dayton.”
— Richard Thompson, chair
emeritus, board of Syracuse
University
“His leadership style is
defined by inclusiveness and
collaboration. He believes
deeply in the value and power of
shared governance. He is a selfdescribed servant-leader who
seeks to support and empower
people and their good ideas. He
will be a strong advocate for
faculty, staff and students and
the academic mission of the
University.” — Carissa Krane,
president, Academic Senate;
Schuellein Chair in the Biological
Sciences, University of Dayton
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I know without question
he is the right fit for the
University.”
In an interview this
November, Spina said
he’s been learning more
about the University Spina with his son, Emery, and wife, Karen
through its documents
— financial statements, enroll- of how faculty, staff, their fellow
ment figures, and demographic students and the University of
data on faculty, staff and stu- Dayton have allowed them to
dents. Even more important, set a path toward their future
he said, is what he’s learning successes, both personal and
through
interactions
with individuals through
two campus visits, so
far, as well as numerous
phone calls, letters and
emails.
“It’s important to
me to really get to know
people here and listen
to what they have to say
about the institution,
where we’ve come from,
who we are and where we
want to go,” he said.
That includes alumni.
In October, he met with
alumni from the New
York City area during a
reception Curran hosted
for business students attending the UD2NYC experiential learning trip.
“It was fun and
brought home to me what
I’ve heard, which is that
people, once at Dayton,
feel this strong connection to the University and
its students,” said Spina,
noting that his first year
as president will include
more such travels to meet
alumni. “I want to hear Out and about across campus, Spina meets
from alumni their stories students and poses for photos.

Megan Lance Flanagan
@MeganLFlanagan
#UD2Me #UDNewPrez
St. Joe’s courtyard between
classes. Favorite place on
campus. #weareud

Zack Jernigan
@ZJernigan
@efspina Welcome to the University
of Dayton Dr. Spina! We are thrilled
to have you and to see your vision
for our wonderful university!

Elaine Laux
@elaux94
So excited to announce the new UD
President tomorrow!! It has been an
honor to serve on the Search Committee as the student rep! #UDNewPrez
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Katie Orlowski
@katieorlowski
#univofdayton We are an
inclusive community of equals.
Spend time with the students.
They are the heart.
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*For story, see “Sweethearts,” Page 62.
**Princeton Review and Entrepreneur, “Top 25 Undergraduate Schools for Entrepreneurship Studies for 2016”

BRIANA SNYDER ’09

$99M contract

Twenty years ago, in a city called Dayton, the people of Bosnia negotiated an end to war. This November,
those still traveling the path to peace and prosperity
met here for the Dayton Peace Accords at 20 conference and celebration. Former President Bill Clinton
gave the keynote address on UD’s campus: “Every
citizen has some capacity to build the positive and
reduce the negative forces of our interdependence.
Every citizen has some capacity to bring us together
while others are trying to tear us apart.”

14
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The UD Research Institute has received a $99 million, five-year contract to
help the Air Force quickly integrate new
or better technologies to more affordably, safely and efficiently sustain its entire
fleet. This is the Research Institute’s largest award.
The effort includes an initial work
order for $5.4 million
for the development
of technologies that
will monitor key air- Sidhu
craft components and automatically alert
maintenance personnel when aircraft
maintenance is needed.
The award will allow UD researchers
to find, evaluate, demonstrate, transition
and train personnel to use existing technologies that can reduce the cost and fleet
downtime associated with maintaining aircraft and ground-support systems across
the Air Force. It is part of the new Enterprise Product Support Engineering effort,
sponsored by the Air Force Materiel Command Life Cycle Management Center.
Sustaining aging systems can incur
a great deal of expense, said Sukh Sidhu,
head of the Research Institute’s energy
technologies and materials division.

“Our job will be to help the Life Cycle
Management Center, which manages the
sustainment of aircraft from acquisition
to boneyard, find and transition technologies that will reduce the cost of keeping
aircraft flying, while also reducing the
amount of time aircraft are grounded for
maintenance,” he said.
Researchers will also look for “off-theshelf” technologies already in use in the
commercial world but that have not yet
been adopted by the Air Force, and then
modify or adapt them to meet Air Force
needs.
“The focus of this work will be on
prevention and proactivity,” Sidhu said.
“Rather than using a ‘Band-Aid’ approach
for short-term solutions to problems after
they surface, we’ll look for the best ways
to prevent problems from occurring.”
The contract will cover research into
improved technologies for cleaner, more
environmentally friendly energy resources;
engine sustainment; automated non-destructive inspection of components; composite repair; and additive manufacturing
processes that will enable the Air Force
to produce, as needed, small quantities of
obsolete parts for aircraft that are no longer manufactured but are still flying, Sidhu
added.

VIEW FINDER
Roundabout

W i n t e r 2015-16
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ASK A MARIANIST

Muscle and the Mustang

On Care for Our
Common Home

What has been the Marianists’ reaction to Pope Francis’
encyclical?

We asked this question of Brother Ron Overman, S.M. ’68,
assistant provincial for temporalities ( finance) of the Marianist
Province of the United States. His answer:
There was great anticipation about the encyclical. Many of
my Marianist brothers speculated on the content. We have not
been disappointed — especially with how Pope Francis connects
respect for the environment with how the environmental issues
relate to keeping the poor of the world poor.
Many of our communities have read and used the encyclical
for community meetings to further understand how the environment not only impacts the poor of the world but also how it will
affect future generations. (One helpful study guide was published
by National Catholic Reporter, “A Readers’ Guide to Laudato Si,’ ”
by Jesuit Father Thomas Reese.)
Soon after the Laudato Si’ was published, the Conference of
Major Superiors of Men (CMSM) encouraged all religious orders of men to adopt a resolution called “Cherish All of Creation.”
The tenets of the resolution include these beginnings:
“We resolve to significantly change our lifestyle, including our
consumption habits …
“We resolve to significantly increase our reliance on green
energy in our ministries, buildings, and our investments …
“We resolve that we significantly decrease our use of fossil
fuels … by purchasing carbon off-sets to increase environmental
improvement.
“We resolve to consistently advocate for significant policy
changes at the local, national and international spheres …”
Each tenet comes from the encyclical Laudato Si’ and brings
us practical ways to make the encyclical part of our life.
Ninety-eight percent of the members of the Marianist Province of the United States endorsed the
CMSM resolution.
Several of our communities have
already sought ways to use green
energy in their local houses. Several have used an alternative energy
company (Arcadia) to supply green
energy to the power grid, thus reducing fossil fuel use. Such use of green
energy may be a small step, but it is
the right step and respects
the direction of Care for
our Common Home.

16
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To Patrick Nicolello ’15, the 1964 Ford Mustang is an American icon
signifying power and muscle.
Nicolello, a double major in history and political science, wrote his final history seminar paper on the Mustang’s iconic image with research advice from professors Todd Uhlman and John Heitmann — and all-nighters
in his living room on Lowes Street.
His paper, “Creating an Icon: The Rise of the Ford Mustang,” details
the Ford Motor Co. advertising campaign targeting America’s youth in the
1960s. The campaign contributed to an increase in sales and a popular
image for the car that ads claimed was “designed to be designed by you.”
Nicolello submitted his paper to the Society of Automotive Historians, for which Heitmann just finished a term as president. On Oct. 9,
Nicolello received the Richard Scharchburg Award and $500 for best
student paper in automotive history broadly interpreted. It is the second
time a UD student has received the national award from the society, both
for undergraduate research.
“It makes me feel like research is a path that I can go down, that I
can be a historian or a museum curator some day,” said Nicolello, who is
currently working in constituent relations for N.Y. State Sen. Jack Martins.
—Grace Poppe ’16

Toll of war

Gordon Neufang — longtime professor and former chair of the
Department of Languages — recognized that the radio play was
an ideal vehicle for teaching German: The texts were short, often
long in dialogue and of high literary quality.
Professor Emeritus Robert Conard, on the occasion of the
death of Neufang (May 12, 2015, at age 84), remembered one of
his colleague’s favorite radio shows: a sound collage of church
bells recorded before the war. “The play was so arranged that
the sounds of faith and beauty, joy and grandeur tapered off into
sadness and mourning,” Conard said. “The sounds of glory and
despair all came from recordings made before the war of bells
that later were melted down to cast cannons.
“We listened to the play together more than once, and he used
it in class. Gordon said, ‘The class won’t need any comments on
German history after listening to that.’”

Where are you reading University of Dayton Magazine? Send us
a photograph — at home or abroad — to magazine@udayton.edu.
View more photos on Facebook at facebook.udayton.edu.

Jen Stefanics Miller ’98 writes, “My
husband, Brian, and I traveled to
Alaska this July. We chose to tent
camp most of our nights there, near
the Russian River on the Kenai Peninsula. There are few words to describe
God’s magnificent beauty in that
part of the country.”
Todd DeBanto ’85 writes, “I am reading my UD Magazine while on break
from working on a wildfire in northern
California. This picture was taken Aug.
27, 2015, just before I was going on
night shift working on the Bear Fire. I
was near Gasquet, California. ”
Jim Williams ’75 writes, “Members
of the Class of 1975 had an awesome 40-year reunion cruising the
Amalfi Coast of Italy in May 2015.”
Pictured are Jim Williams, Ed Bentley,
Bob Kohorst, Eddie Mardaga, Ralph
Alparone, Ginny Eichel Bentley ’74
and Crystal Lofink.
Guy Turner ’83 noted that most, if
not all, photo submissions for Where
Are You Reading? hail from vacation
spots or depict happy people. “This
picture was taken in an empty cellblock at the Westlake, Ohio, city
jail. The locale is perhaps exotic, but I
am reasonably certain that there are
no other UD grads present and I can’t
say that anyone being held here is
happy.” Turner has been a Westlake
police officer since 1984; one of his
duties is jail administrator.
Elisabeth Hague ’73 and her daughter,
Katherine Hague ’09, read their UD
Magazine. They write, “We spent a
week in Kandy, Sri Lanka, and
then two weeks in Ambalangoda
volunteering at a sea turtle conservation center and a preschool.”
Alumni Bob Bimonte ’00 and Julie
Morgan Hellyer ’02, along with their
spouses, Amanda Bimonte and
Jimmy Hellyer, traveled to Haiti in
summer 2015 with Back2Back Ministries. Bimonte writes, “We worked
closely with the Harvest Care orphanage. This was an amazing experience
that we hope to repeat each year.”

WHERE ARE YOU READING UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE

?
Meghan McDevitt ’10 writes, “I caught
up on UD news in Bagan, Myanmar,
where we climbed the Shwesandaw
Pagoda at sunset. In August 2015,
I traveled to three cities in Myanmar
for the American Society for
Gastrointestinal Endoscopy’s
Ambassador Program.”
Linda Mercuri Fischbach ’69 writes,
“My husband and I took a Baltic
cruise this summer and read UD Magazine in the Ice Bar in Stockholm,
Sweden. We toured Denmark,
Germany, Estonia, Russia, Finland and
Sweden. It was a fabulous trip, but
my heart still belongs to UD.”
Erin Gahimer ’13 brought her UD
Magazine along on a trip to Buenos
Aires, Argentina, in December
2014. She writes, “I was visiting La
Fundación Misión Marianista, where
I volunteered last year teaching
English in two associated Marianist schools. It was great seeing my
Argentine friends and reflecting on
how the Marianist community is truly
global in scope.”
Brian Kosmac ’04 writes, “I read my
UD Magazine while climbing a roller
coaster in Jinan, China. I work
for a small engineering company in
Cincinnati, and I’ve spent a lot of time
in China this past year inspecting
wooden roller coasters.”
Showing some UD pride in Dubai
were, left to right, Justin Kral ’05,
Julie Black Kral ’06, Chelsea DiOrio
Finkler ’07 and Jon Finkler ’05. They
write, “Jon and Chelsea flew 16 long
hours to visit Justin and Julie, who
are temporarily living in the United
Arab Emirates . This photo was
taken in front of the Burj Al Arab, the
world’s only seven-star hotel.”
Karen Sarmir Schelberg ’07 writes,
“My husband, parents and I recently
took a trip to Europe, where we
visited Vienna and Salzburg in Austria
and Prague in the Czech Republic.
My dad, David Sarmir ’71, and I are
both UD alumni, and this is the first
overseas trip we’ve taken together.”
W i n t e r 2015-16
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Fish tales
18

This is no fish story.
UD has a fishing club, established four years ago by senior
Robert Petrick.
And this year, it competed
at the Fishing League Worldwide College Conference Finals
on the Chesapeake Bay.
It may be a sport with a
leisurely reputation, but in August Petrick and fishing partner
junior Sam Tunnacliffe found
themselves racing back to the
shore to qualify for the finals.
The team had been on
Chautauqua Lake, New York,
for eight hours, casting lines
under the dock — where they
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knew the bass would be hiding
in the summer heat. With two
minutes to the 2:45 p.m. weighin deadline of the FLW College
Northern Conference qualifier
tournament, they pulled their
livewell filled with bass onto
shore. Wearing blue and red
Flyer jerseys, they stepped onto
the stage and learned that their
five heaviest catches for the day
totaled 7 pounds, 13 ounces:
enough to land them in the top
20 out of 75 teams and qualify
them for the finals.
Although the September
finals did not go well — bad
weather contributed to 15

W i n t e r 2015-16

teams, including UD, not catching any qualifying bass — Petrick and Tunnacliffe said they
were proud to represent UD for
the first time at the finals.
The team members also say
they are used to being the underdogs. They compete against
a sea of teams that have schoolfunded boats and equipment,
or even full-ride fishing scholarships. UD’s team has two boats
— which its members have
purchased themselves.
“It’s hard to find guys who
are willing to put the time, energy and money into this, because
it’s just a student-run club,”

Tunnacliffe said. “But mostly,
it’s just really fun, and rewarding
when we do find those people.”
Since most tournaments
take place during the summer,
the club’s 12 members spend
most of the academic year fishing for smallmouth bass on the
Great Miami River, and strategizing and researching for the
tournaments with the help of
their advisers, Jeff Kavanaugh,
biology department chair, and
health and sport science associate professor Jon Linderman.
“The professionals can look
at the temperature and the
water clarity and say, ‘OK, you

WASHINGTON MYSTICS

SPORTS
water conditions, you still
may not do well on the day of
the tournament.
“It’s a guessing game.
But that’s what we like about
fishing: It keeps you on your
toes. It forces you to adapt,”
Petrick said.
Tunnacliffe will take over
leadership of the club once
Petrick graduates, but both
say they will never stop bass
fishing. “When I started this
club, I was looking for a lifetime hobby,” Petrick said.
“And that’s exactly what this
is.”
—Grace Poppe ’16

Malott back in
Washington – as
pro hoopster

U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Reclamation

should be fishing in that kind
of spot using that kind of bait
and that color.’ So, we’re trying to get better at that sort
of thing,” Tunnacliffe said.
If they can, the team visits the lake prior to the tournament, so that they can ask
local fishers about the most
reliable places to buy fish and
bait and to discover the best
spots to fish in the lake.
“Local knowledge is
huge,” Petrick said. Even so,
he admits that a lot of it is
up to chance. You can spend
days preparing, but because
of factors like weather and

By David Driver
When Ally Malott ’15 was in middle school, her class made the
obligatory trip to the nation’s capital, viewing the Jefferson and
Lincoln memorials, walking past the White House and taking in
some of the Smithsonian museums.
Nearly 10 years later Malott returned to Washington, D.C., but
under very different circumstances — as a pro basketball player for
the Washington Mystics of the WNBA.
After an all-Atlantic 10 Conference career at UD, the 6-foot-4
forward played her home games at the Verizon Center in downtown
Washington as a rookie in the WNBA this past season.
“It is a lot better than I expected, honestly, coming from a smaller
town,” said Malott, who is from Middletown, Ohio. “I did not know
what to expect, but I love it. There is always something going on.”
Malott has her own room in an apartment complex that houses
her team in Arlington, Virginia, just a few miles south of the White
House.
She no longer has to worry about classes — she majored in exercise science — and some of the free time she had away from games
and practice this summer included being around the pool at the
team’s complex.
On the court during the regular season, she played 216 minutes
in 24 games for the Mystics and averaged 3.3 points and 1.0 rebound
per contest. What was the hardest transition to the pro game?
“I think for me it is the mental aspect of it. Everyone is a lot
faster and a lot stronger,” said Malott, who has played both forward
spots. “Everything you do has to be done hard. Everything is such
a high level here.”
Her maturation will continue year-round, as she is playing
W i n t e r 2015-16
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during the winter season with a professional team in Turkey.
Many WNBA players are with European teams during the WNBA
off-season.
“I think for a lot of us it is a no-brainer,” she said of going overseas. “I had to try and balance between if I wanted a nice country
and to enjoy the experience or whether I wanted to go for the money

and a good team. Turkey is a really good league. The basketball is
good, and the money is good.”
David Driver is a freelance writer based in Washington, D.C.,
who has covered the Atlantic 10 for 20 years. His stories are found at
www.davidsdriver.com.

Dayton school gets all-star coaching staff
By Doug Harris ’79
Place, who has won a state experience of their coaches.
the NFL, AFL, CFL, WFL and
Jim Place ’69 has spent the title and more than 200 games
Palcic spent 12 years as an USFL.
latter part of his coaching career in his career, boosted the roster NFL assistant and 28 at the
“Any teenager needs a helpbuilding successful football pro- from 17 to 64 by finding a donor college level, including at Ohio ing hand,” Wilson said. “When
grams at inner-city high schools. to purchase city bus passes so State. He coaches the Ponitz of- I was coming up, I had more
But he knew trying to turn the players could attend prac- fensive line the same way he did than one ‘Dad,’ too.”
Ponitz Career Tech Center in tices faithfully.
Cleveland Browns star Joe
Ponitz, which lost four
Dayton into a wingames by 60 or more
ner this year would be
points last year, is
his biggest reclamation
suddenly competiproject yet.
tive, winning its last
Place, a former Flyer
three games to finish
football star, has had to
4-6. And enthusiasm
overcome apathy, equipis high.
ment issues and home
“The
coaches
environments that made
make it fun,” quargetting players to and
terback Greg Brooks
from practice a chalsaid. “In a lot of the
lenge.
hitting drills, they get
Practically the only
hyped more than we
easy aspect of the job, it
do.”
turned out, was assemAs for their imbling a staff.
pact off the field,
When some ex-UD
Brooks said: “There’s
teammates, who were
a big difference. Evtransitioning into reeryone is more matirement, heard he was
ture now.”
donating his time to not
Place has several
Coach Jim Place ’69, foreground, with the Ponitz Golden Panther coaching staff. From left, Bob
only coach football but Palcic ’71, Joe Russo ’71, Jim Siewe ’69, Mike McCall ’68 and Mike Wilson ’70.
younger staffers, and
also to help change lives,
he hopes to hand
they became inspired enough to
He found a friend to contrib- Thomas and two other Outland the job off when one of them is
want to be involved.
ute money for the school’s first Trophy winners he groomed in ready to take the reins.
“They all called me,” Place weight room.
college.
Until then, he’ll show playsaid. “They were sitting at home.
The practice field, which is
Siewe was a head coach for ers what it takes to win and help
They called and said, ‘I want to bordered by I-75 and some oft- four years each at Kettering Al- steer them in the right direcdo it.’”
used railroad tracks, needed ter and Huber Heights Wayne. tion.
Former Flyer teammates goal posts. Place took care of He handles the quarterbacks.
“I believe in winning little
Bob Palcic ’71, Mike Wilson ’70, that, too.
McCall was a longtime as- battles,” he said. “If X number
Jim Siewe ’69 and Mike McAnd to make sure his players sistant at Alter, helping the of these kids, because of being
Call ’68 all were willing to come are fueled properly, he arranged Knights win three state titles. on this team, become successaboard for no pay, along with for a weekly pre-game meal.
He’s in charge of special teams.
ful human beings, we’ve done a
another UD grad, Joe Russo ’71,
But while Ponitz players now
And Wilson serves as the great job.
who still teaches in the city.
have the staples of a program unofficial team mentor. The
“We’re not going to change
“We’re having a ball,” Place that most of their competition former standout lineman spent society, but we can win some
said. “The kids make it fun. enjoy, they blow away their foes 12 years in the pros and is the little battles and make a
They’ve been great.”
when it comes to the collective only person to have played for difference.”
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“There are 351 Division I programs
playing men’s and women’s basketball,”
said Neil Sullivan, who in September succeeded Tim Wabler as UD’s vice president
and director of
athletics.
“In the men’s
tournament,
there are 36 atlarge bids; in the
women’s,
32,”
he said. “Unless
you want your
chances of playing
riding on the postSullivan
season conference
tournament, you’d better be in the top 10
percent of performance. In any endeavor,
that is a high standard.”
During the last two years, each UD basketball team has advanced to the Elite Eight
of the tournament. In the last seven years,
UD teams have won 29 championships in
eight sports. The Flyers’ graduation rates
are among the highest in the country.
So, how does one sustain that success?
“If you have really talented people,”
Sullivan said, “but not the infrastructure,
it is hard to sustain.” The same is true for
having the infrastructure but not the right
people.
Many things, he said, are necessary for
success: great facilities, student-athletes,
coaches, fans. But greatness in just one
area is not sufficient for success. “There is
no magic bullet. You try to balance all the
things that are necessary but not sufficient
by themselves,” said Sullivan, who before
becoming AD most recently had responsibility of finance, governance, external affairs, revenue generation and facilities.
“As the world of college athletics changes,” he said, “how do we advance our position as even marginal increases in performance become more difficult? We have the
infrastructure now in place. And we must
keep attracting great coaches and great
student-athletes.”
Success demands continual investment, he said, in infrastructure and in people.
“And,” he said, “we must always evolve,
always adjust to the challenges of the
marketplace.”
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‘No magic bullet’

SPORTSShorts

Football in FCS
playoffs

In beating Marist 28-21 Nov.
14, the Flyer football team clinched
a share of the Pioneer Football
League title (the Flyers’ 12th). The
Flyers also clinched the league’s
automatic postseason berth (UD’s
first) in the NCAA Football ChampiA Flyers first — moving on to play in the NCAA Division I
onship Subdivision.
football championship postseason playoffs.
Finishing the regular season
10-1, the Flyers at press time were preparing to host Western Illinois Nov. 28 in the first round of
the playoffs.

Volleyball takes title, again and again

For news on the football and
volleyball teams’ postseason
action, see www.daytonflyers.com.

The Flyers won their 12th regular season Atlantic 10 title.
And Dayton posted its third undefeated A-10 volleyball season
in the last six years by winning the regular season final game
3-1 at Saint Louis.
The Flyers took the A-10 tournament championship, beating Saint Louis 3-0 in the final. Dayton
holds a league-record 10 tournament titles, six in the last seven years. With a nonconference game
left before the NCAA tournament, Dayton’s overall record stood at 25-5, and its 23-game winning
streak was the longest in the nation.

Men’s soccer wins A-10 tournament, makes history

The Dayton men’s soccer team won the A-10 tournament by defeating VCU 4-1 Nov. 15.
In the first round of the NCAA tournament, Dayton defeated Oakland University 4-3 on penalty
kicks. For the first time in school history
the Flyers advanced to the second round.
Again, they went to penalty kicks, losing
4-3 to Ohio State.
The Flyers finished the season at
13-5-5.
Senior Amass Amankona was the
A-10 Offensive Player of the Year and the
A-10 Midfielder of the Year. The Dayton
offense led the nation in total goals and
scoring offense.

A photo was not available when we reported
that the Dayton lacrosse team won the national
championship of the Men’s Collegiate Lacrosse
Association, an organization of more than 200
non-NCAA lacrosse programs. So, here it is —
complete with a UD Magazine in the front row.

Campbell, Waters set
women’s soccer records

A-10 Offensive Player of the Year
Ashley Campbell scored her 17th goal of
the season (the UD-record-setting 62nd
of her career) against Duquesne in the
A-10 tournament, but the Flyers’ season
ended as the game went to penalty kicks after two overtimes. The Flyers finished 10-9-1.
A-10 Midfielder of the Year Nicole Waters set the UD career record for assists, 54. When UD
beat Fordham, 3-1, in October, it marked head coach Mike Tucker’s 300th victory.

Every game on TV

Every Dayton Flyers men’s basketball game will be broadcast this season, including 21
nationally. See www.daytonflyers.com/schedule.aspx?path=mbball. Games broadcast on the
Time Warner Channel in Ohio are available outside Ohio via streaming.
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In 1850, St. Mary’s
School for Boys opened
with 14 students, one
building — and most
likely, a stack of books
constituting a modest
library. Here’s how the
University’s 165-yearold academic center has
transformed itself for
the 21st century. (Hint: It
involves hashtags.)
In the lobby, a delivery driver — summoned
by a famished student
study group — balances
a stack of pepperoni pizzas. In the next room,
history faculty consult
with local historians to
put the finishing touches
on an exhibit commemorating Dayton’s 1913
flood. Upstairs, staff eye
their computer screens
as someone in Romania
— and then someone in
South America, and then
someone in New Zealand
— downloads the latest
article from the Marian
Library Studies journal.
In other words, it’s
a typical afternoon in
the University of Dayton
Roesch Library.
Once viewed as an
austere collection of
books and bricks serving an exclusive group
of equally solemn faculty
and students, today’s
academic library is a vibrant knowledge hub offering information and
entertainment for people
on campus, in the community — and even halfway around the world.
This isn’t your grandfather’s — or even your
father’s — library.

24
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In the beginning … there were books.
One of the oldest — but hardiest — institutions in civilization,
the concept of a library was invented soon after we began chipping
away at clay tablets and marking on papyrus scrolls. As History
Magazine wrote in 2001, “Whether private or public, the library has
been founded, built, destroyed and rebuilt. The library, often championed, has been a survivor throughout its long history and serves as
a testament to the thirst for knowledge.”
The first record of a library on the University’s campus came in
1866, when a circulation record was referenced in St. Mary’s School
paperwork. By 1876, a Brothers’ Library is mentioned in house council minutes. A decade later, the school catalog notes students must
pay a $1 fee for use of the college library (a circulating library existed in the study room of each division). Chaminade Hall housed two
libraries — one each for faculty and students — and a “special
library” of spiritual reading books, later called Zehler Library and
housed in St. Mary’s Hall.
In meeting minutes from Jan. 17, 1897, the need for a new library
was discussed. Answering that call in the early 20th century was
Chicago financier and St. Mary’s alumnus Victor Emanuel ’15, who
gave $200,000 to build a stand-alone university library in honor of
his father, Albert Emanuel. When the building opened in 1928, the
school’s total enrollment was just shy of 900.
Less than 50 years later, UD’s enrollment had soared to 10,000,
and the seven-floor, 176,220-square-foot mammoth of 1960s architecture now known as Roesch Library was built. It included the
Marian Library, founded in 1943, and, with the blessing of the
academic council, admitted professional librarians to faculty rank.
So, how does an institution with a 5,000-year history — and more
than 150 years’ worth of campus presence — stay relevant in an era
of 8-second attention spans?
It offers timely resources, with a side of Bill’s Donuts. (And then
tweets about it.)
CHANGE OF SCENERY
“The library is one of the largest non-classroom buildings on
campus, but a lot of learning still happens here,” said Kathy Webb,
dean of University Libraries. “Our mission is to help facilitate the
learning in a variety of different formats.”
Like enticing students to come inside and learn more about the
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building’s offerings by passing out warm donuts on a fall morning, or organizing a multifloor scavenger hunt for new student orientation — activities that, 25 years ago, were
rare, said Maureen Schlangen, e-scholarship
and communications manager for Roesch
Library.
“More than 250 students participated in
last year’s scavenger hunt, way more than we
anticipated,” Schlangen said. “The prize was a
free Popsicle, and we had to send someone to
pick up more because we ran out. It’s unlikely
a fun activity like that would have occurred
to anyone, let alone happened, three decades ago. The library was a serious place for
serious study and serious research.”
It still is, she noted, but the perception
of what a library can do, and should do, has
changed.
Said Katy Kelly, Roesch Library’s communications and outreach librarian, “The
library is for everyone, and it can be serious, but it can also be a bit fun; it is what you
make of it.”
Ethan Frey ’16 has used the library all
four of his UD years but is still impressed
with its offerings.
“The front desk is a great resource. Not
only can they tell you where to find certain
books, but they can lend headphones and
provide campus directory assistance,” he
said. Perhaps more importantly: “It is also the
only library I have been in that features a coffee shop,” he added, referring to The Blend, a
student-run business in the Learning Teaching Center on Roesch Library’s ground floor.
Classmate Peter Hansen ’18 agreed, noting, “My library back home was nothing like
Roesch; it was a one-room hall filled with
dusty books and broken computers.”
Such shifts may be simple, but they’re
important — and reflect changes happening
not just at UD but in our culture at large.
“Our society has changed — we’re more
casual now, and the library needs to evolve
with that,” Webb said, noting that a policy update several years ago to allow bottled water
first had to be put to a library staff and faculty vote. “It was a big deal. Now, students are
welcome to have pizza delivered. We added
a microwave on the second floor so they can
heat their lunch from home. During final
exams, students have been known to plug
in coffee makers, set up sleeping bags and
string Christmas lights.”
Taking a more active, rather than passive,
26
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approach to customer service is relatively
new. Through email, website and social media, the library has regularly surveyed students on everything from carpet and paint
colors (after hearing that the 1990s-era jewel
tones were “too dark and gloomy”) to how
late the library should stay open (the magic
number: 5 a.m.). When Webb asked the University’s facilities crew to deliver three different chair styles — then set them out for
students to test — it was the first time library
staff had consulted students about the furniture where they routinely camp out. Two
students also sit on the libraries’ advisory
committee.
Said Webb, “I don’t think your father’s library listened to students. To have an opportunity to give feedback is very new. In an oldfashioned library, we wouldn’t have seen the
need to provide both noisy and silent study
spaces, but students asked for both, so we
worked with them to identify and publicize
the noise levels on each floor.”
IN WITH THE NEW
Unlike some entities that have experienced massive transformations over the past
few decades — like mass media, for instance
— libraries haven’t replaced their offerings;
they’ve simply added to them. It’s an either/
and, not an either/or, situation.
“Our physical circulation of print books
has gone down, but our downloads of e-books
and e-journals is skyrocketing. We’ve had
many more visits to and requests for special
exhibits and lectures, and those are things we
didn’t spend a lot of time doing when I first arrived at the library in 1993,” Webb said. “We
were busy showing people how to use print
indexes. Now, it’s easier for people to handle
online keyword searches on their own, so we
can devote time to new projects.”
That change isn’t unique to Roesch.
Krista Veerkamp ’12, a library services assistant at the Public Library of Cincinnati and
Hamilton County, notes that “the library has
changed so much from its traditional sense of
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UD Libraries:
A Timeline

May 4, 1866 First
mention of a circulation record.

simply providing books and information; it’s
now a center for learning and discovery.”
One example: Forgot your phone charger
or need a flip camera and video editing software to make your class presentation stand
out? Roesch Library can loan you a device for
that. The library now also teaches two creditbearing classes for the philosophy and international studies departments, offers one-onone librarian mentoring for honors students

liberal arts. Lectures and panel discussions
on themes found in the collection — including
religion, typography, science and banned
books — encouraged conversation.
University Archives and Special Collections — part of University Libraries, along
with Roesch Library and the Marian Library
— is also preserving the University’s past in
real time with eCommons, a free online repository. UD’s version features everything

working on theses, and assists UD’s information technology office by administering software for faculty to track their scholarship,
teaching and service.
In fact, very few of the library’s exhibits
don’t have a curricular tie-in, Webb said. Imprints and Impressions: Milestones in Human
Progress featured highlights from the Rose
Rare Book Collection hand-selected by faculty to support the University’s emphasis on

from current scholarly research by faculty to
The University of Dayton Alumnus from 1929.
“Our alumni, even though they aren’t on
campus, can read what our faculty are doing
in human rights research or see the student
posters presented at the Stander Symposium,” Webb said. “It’s a one-stop-shop to
experience the breadth of scholarly activity
happening on our campus.”
It’s not only Flyers who benefit, Schlangen

1876 Brothers’
Library referenced
in House Council
Minutes.

1887 Catalog lists
library usage fee
at $1.

1888 Catalog references a circulating
library in the study
room of each division.
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1901 Need for new
library shelving,
additional space
noted.
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added. “There’s also a perception of academic
libraries as being closed to the public. Now,
we have exhibits where we actively encourage
people off-campus to engage with our library,
not just to view the exhibit but to look at all
the other resources we have.”
Library services and exhibits are available to alumni and community members, not
just students. In fall 2014, for instance, 8,000
people visited the library to view highlights
from the Rose Rare Book Collection; the year
prior, 5,400 came to see Manifold Greatness:
The Creation and Afterlife of the King James
Bible and its accompanying presentations.
Each Thanksgiving, about 800 people flock
to the opening day of the University’s festival
of crèches.
“With our exhibits and events, the University invites the public to come and experience something that is integral to our mission
as a Catholic, Marianist university, in a way
that is different than attending an athletic
event, arts performance or lecture series,”
Webb said.
MOVE IT OR LOSE IT
On a daily basis, Roesch Library sees approximately 1,800 students come through
its doors each day — about 200 more visitors than the University’s RecPlex sees during the same time. During the 12 days of final
exams each year, that library number jumps
to 2,600, which is higher than the average
student attendance (1,050) for basketball
games in UD Arena.
“It’s a neutral space,” Webb explains.
“Some of the academic buildings are limited
to certain majors, or you need your student
ID to access them after business hours. But
everyone can get into the library.”
Like dining halls, the library is very much
part of the campus experience these days,
she said. “It used to be strictly functional,
and a little bit stressful — it was tough going
through the Readers’ Guide to Periodical Literature, and you were doing it on your own.
Now, there’s a social element and a teamwork

1904 Chaminade Hall
houses two libraries,
one each for faculty
and students.
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1906 A “special
library” of spiritual
reading books is
referenced.
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function that reflects not just how people
learn in the classroom but how they work
in the professional world. It’s not just about
new technology; it’s about how people are
interacting differently.”
Based in part on the feedback the library
solicits from students, its physical space
sports several changes from when it opened

1910 “Central/general
library” moved from
second floor to basement of Chaminade
Hall; named Zehler
Library after Brother
Maximin Zehler, S.M.
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1920 Zehler Library
moved to St. Mary’s
Hall, first floor. Brother
Frank Ruhlman, S.M.,
serves as librarian.

in 1971. Built primarily to be storage from the
second floor up, Roesch Library has now been
reconfigured to make it more comfortable
and user-friendly.
“We’ve been intentional about putting in
moveable, comfortable furniture so students
feel a sense of ownership; we want them to
feel like this is a space they want to be in,

1927 Groundbreaking
for new Albert Emanuel Library, with funds
given by Chicago
financier and alumnus
Victor Emanuel ’15 in

honor of his father.
Opens in 1928 and
initially houses 25,000
books.

per day, combined several student resources
— like research assistance, peer writing support and tech-enabled team tables — into one
central location. So far, the Knowledge Hub
has provided 834 research consultations,
3,541 writing consultations and answered
6,057 questions.
It’s a model based on integrating, instead
of simply co-locating, services that help
students.

where they have what they need to hang out
and get their work done,” Webb said.
Kelly agreed. “We want the library to be
for everyone, so everyone can find a place
here,” she said. “What makes Roesch Library
what it is, is the people: the people that work
here and the people that use the library. The
books you see on the shelf were selected

1937 Engineering
library housed in
Nazareth Hall adjacent to Zehler Hall.

1943 Marian Library
founded in celebration of the upcoming
Triple Centenary
(founding of Society
of Mary in America,

by librarians. The paint colors on the study
floors and the chairs you sit in were voted on
by students. This makes the library unique
to the UD experience, and truly a place made
for people by people who care.”
The Knowledge Hub, an innovative new
space on the first floor that opened in 2014
and is already averaging nearly 600 visitors

founding of the University of Dayton and
the death of founder
Father Chaminade,
all in 1849-50). First
book was Devotion to
Mary in the Twentieth

Century by Father
John Aloysius Elbert,
S.M.; first director
was Father Lawrence
Moheim, S.M.

INFORMATION GATEKEEPERS
To be a librarian in ancient times was an
esteemed profession, since it meant you were
one of the elite few who could read. Today,
those in the library field still provide valuable
services, albeit with a job description that’s
changed a bit.
Librarianship as a profession in the U.S.
exploded after the Civil War, helped along
in 1876 by the founding of the American Library Association (ALA) and the publication
of the Dewey Decimal classification system. The first library school was founded by
Melvil Dewey in 1887, and in 1928, the first
doctorate in library science was awarded by
the University of Chicago. By the 1960s, the
library profession was becoming increasingly
technical — what began as managing books
under Dewey was quickly moving toward
information science.
Today’s librarians are still the keepers of
a wealth of information: where to find it, and
what to do with it. In addition to the traditional roles of maintaining physical books
and journals, audio and video recordings,
and periodicals databases, today a librarian
may also provide information services like
computer instruction, coordination of community programming, literacy education, assistive technology for people with disabilities
— even helping with music and video game
downloads.
“Having information that is much easier
to access has changed the way people look
at research,” Webb said. “Before, you had to
truly understand how each individual index

1954 Brother Walter
Roesch, S.M., begins
8-year term as head
librarian; Brother
Ruhlman is assistant
librarian.
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1956 Separate
libraries for physics
(Grady), chemistry
(Wohlleben), biology,
engineering,
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science (Sherman) and
curriculum materials (Chaminade) are
found on campus.

30

1962 Academic Council
admits professional librarians to faculty rank;
Brother Raymond Nartker, S.M., begins 23-year
tenure as director of
University Libraries.
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worked to successfully find that information.
Now, keywords and electronic journals make
the hunt much easier. On the other hand,
while it’s easier to search, you’re also introduced to a higher volume of information to
sift through, which can be more difficult. It’s
really changed the emphasis of the work of
libraries and librarians.”
Roesch Library has hired staff to help with
marketing, community relations, volunteer
coordination and information technology, positions that weren’t on the radar 10 years ago.
At Roesch, recent staff additions like Schlangen and Kelly represent this new frontier.
“Our profession has a reputation of actively picking new tools up and figuring out
how to use them efficiently and effectively,
and how to be relevant in students’ lives,”
Webb said.
According to the ALA, there are more
than 366,600 paid library staff in the U.S.,
with nearly a quarter (some 85,700) of those
serving in academic libraries. What do these
professionals do? Just ask a Flyer — about
200 University of Dayton alumni claim libraries — of which the ALA says there are 119,487
total in the country.
Cherie Hubbard Roeth ’85, director of the
Bradford (Ohio) Public Library, describes the
profession this way: “It’s a highly trained profession that encompasses skills that would
boggle the minds of many. My staff are intensely creative and inspired to create activities and choose books and materials that entice the youngest to the oldest of our patrons,
and we try to work closely with the community and be an integral part of our village.”
At UD, Barb Crone Feldmann ’71 helped
with the library’s move from Albert Emanuel
Hall to Roesch Library during winter break
1970. She has worked at the WashingtonCenterville (Ohio) Library for 33 years.
“Libraries now are more than just places
to get a book; they are places of all formats
of materials and types of learning,” she said.
“They are responding to changing community needs. They teach classes on computer

#ClubRoesch
UD students are eager to chat with Roesch Library staff; it just may not happen face-toface. Since 2009, the library has met students where they are in the digital landscape, hashtags,
handles and all.
“Social media is not just another platform to share information about library resources and
events,” said Katy Kelly, communications and outreach librarian. “If all you’re doing is posting
frequent updates, you’re essentially yelling at your audience, and there’s nothing social about that.
You need to have a conversation.”
Student communications via Twitter have helped improve library spaces, technology and services. At UD, staff use notification tools and search functions to observe what students are saying
about the library and engage with them daily. Monitoring chatter offers insight into what students
are frustrated by (slow Wi-Fi or loud students on quiet floors) while also providing evidence that
the library is a popular place on campus.
“The idea of the library as a club appealed to them, especially when students are in the library
late at night or on the weekend,” Kelly said. “The discovery of #clubroesch was exciting because
it was not only being used often, but it was also the sole label used by student culture. Club
Roesch highlights what students want their peers to see, not just what they want the library — or
librarian — to see.”
The hashtag allows students to converse with each other, trade Club Roesch anecdotes and
comment on their library experiences — which also paints a clearer picture for staff of how the
library is used and viewed by students. Librarians are also using Twitter to respond to reference
questions.
Other hashtag campaigns hosted by Kelly and her team include a #roeschselfie contest (snap a
picture of yourself using the library, be entered to win a gift card) and the popular Club Roesch VIP
contest, held before finals week each semester, which asks followers to retweet a @roeschlibrary
post.
What prize awaits the lucky winner? A key to his or her own study room for all seven days
of final exams.
Not too shabby for 140 characters.

literacy. They help people complete job applications, the majority of which are online now.
They offer programming for children and
families. They provide notary services and
process passport applications.”
At Dayton (Ohio) Metro Library, where
Allison Mikesell Knight ’09 serves as a children’s librarian at the Trotwood branch, patrons can sign up for crochet or self-defense
classes, listen to author readings and take
advantage of a free summer lunch program.
“We even hatched chickens this spring —
every day is different, and things are never
boring,” she said.
As Linda Mares Pannuto ’69, children’s
1964 Two wings
added to Albert
Emanuel Library.
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1969 Groundbreaking
for new University
Library; cost
$4.8 million to build,
opens in 1971.

librarian at Orion Township Public Library in
Rochester, Michigan, puts it, libraries aren’t
“more than books;” they offer “books and
more.”
Libraries may have changed over the
years — no longer do scribes tote scrolls and
heavy tablets — but the need for a repository
of knowledge remains.
Thanks to #ClubRoesch (see above), that
knowledge is now also at our fingertips. UD
Audrey Starr is managing editor of
University of Dayton Magazine. She — and
her Kindle — are looking forward to joining
Roesch Library’s next faculty/staff book club.
1979 University
Library renamed
Roesch Library after
President Raymond
A. Roesch, S.M.

1985 Edward Garten
serves as director of
University libraries
for 18 years; will be
followed by Kathleen
Webb, current dean of
libraries, in 2005.
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T

he UD Arena was overwhelming the cold night of March 18, 2015. Dayton
was trailing Boise State, but it was as if the students knew their cheers
could make a difference. They began to scream louder and stand taller.
The students of Red Scare didn’t want their chants to just go around the
Arena; they wanted them to go around the nation.
The student section we’ve come to know, watch and love, whether from inside the Arena or on our TV at home, was not always burning red. Twenty years ago, students wanting to
recapture the glory days of men’s basketball founded Red Scare. Today, Red Scare makes fans proud to be among
the Flyer Faithful and rightly wins accolades of its own.
Red Scare’s creation story started in the fall of 1995 in 111 Evanston, a skinny two-story frame home where housemates Ashley Puglia Noronha ’96 and Katie Brown
Joe Kroeger ’97 had grown up with UD basketball,
Konieczny ’96 hatched a plan to develop a student
from selling programs before games at age 8 to running
group to support the University’s athletics.
the coat check at age 14. He recalled the ’80s, when giants
The seniors, you see, felt a little cheated. Noronha
like Roosevelt Chapman and Damon Goodwin roamed
came to UD expecting the fan experience that birthed
the court and the Arena was electric. And he wanted to
epic stories told by her alumni parents, Nora McNally
help bring some of that electricity back.
Puglia ’70 and Fred Puglia ’65, who taught her UD’s fight
“The timing of it is really important,” Joe Kroeger
song as soon as she could talk.
explained. “Dayton was not winning basketball, maybe
“When I came to UD as a student, I was shocked
four games a year, so the [student] tickets were not sellthat no one else knew the song,” Noronha said.
ing. Our motivation was to fill the student section.”
In the Puglia household, NCAA and NIT wins made
The average attendance for men’s basketball in 1995
for “glory-days” basketball stories from a time when
was barely 11,000 during the 7-20 season — still great by
the UD fight song was sung constantly.
most universities’ standards, but more than 2,000 shy of
Noronha’s parents told of UD’s trip to the NCAA
the sellout the students thought their school deserved.
Tournament final in 1967 when UD played against
First, they needed to get students excited about
UCLA and its 7-foot-2 center Lew Alcindor, later
filling the seats. Noronha said the enthusiasm was there
known as NBA Hall of Famer Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.
— it just needed to be organized.
“UD lost, but my parents told me many stories of
“Up to that point, students were scattered throughthe dedicated fans and the camaraderie amongst them
out the arena, so the fan power wasn’t cohesive,”
as they crowded into the UD student union to watch the
Noronha said. “By bringing students together, Red Scare
games on screens that were specially set up for the occagave us an opportunity to support our fellow students in
sion,” Noronha said. “My mom remembers that a student
their athletic pursuits, for students to grow together in
— in honor of the UD player Glinder Torain — painted on
friendship, and to develop an appreciation for the distinhis car, ‘Who needs Alcindor, we’ve got Glinder!’”
guished athletic legacy of the University.”
Noronha wanted to resurrect the deafening cheers
Next, they needed to secure the seats. Trish Kroeger
of the Arena and the pride that once filled the commuhelped the student organization get a block of seats at
nity, and she knew it was going to take a lot of energy
football and men’s and women’s basketball games.
and commitment.
Finally, they needed a name. “Red Menace” and
The women took their idea of founding a student
“Oliver’s Army,” for 1994-2003 men’s head coach Oliver
spirit club to Patricia “Trish” Kroeger ’66, UD’s spirit
Purnell, were thrown around, but the organization knew
and special events coordinator for athletics. And she
it had a winner with the name “Red Scare.”
offered them her son, Joe, as one of the club’s first
“It was clever,” Joe Kroeger said. “It had a connotamembers.
By CAROLINE McCORMACK ’16
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tion that wouldn’t be associated
with a group like ours. I rallied for
it.”
A phrase once associated with
communism and political radicalism was an unusual choice for a
private university’s athletic support group. But it was unique and
intellectual and had ways of making everyone start asking, “What
is Red Scare?”
The organization started off
small, Noronha said, debuting at
the last football home game of the
season, a 55-0 win over West Virginia State. Then Red Scare started
filling five to 10 rows for the men’s
basketball games, wearing shirts
reading “Red Scare” on the front
and “Go crazy or go home” on the
back, painting their faces with red
and blue paint, and bellowing the
words to the UD fight song.
Soon students stopped asking
what Red Scare was and started
asking how they could join.
“There was a new and exciting
energy around the program after a
very challenging stretch of years,”
said Michael Joyce ’96, one of the
founding members of Red Scare.
Student participation rose,
and men’s basketball home attendance rose — to above 12,000 by
the 2001-02 season. And everyone
had something to cheer about, including a 21-11 season in 2001-02
and a 22-14 season in 2002-03.
Red Scare — the honorary
sixth man on the court — has
gained appreciation from men’s
head coach Archie Miller himself.
Miller has repeatedly thanked Red
Scare for its contribution through
social media.
Miller tweeted after Dayton beat Saint Joseph’s, 68-64,
“@red_scare you were fantastic
tonight and we thank everyone
who was at the arena helping us
pull through! We have the best
fans in COUNTRY.”
Players add to the praise.
After the Flyers’ 56-55 win over
Boise State in UD Arena in the
NCAA First Four March 18, 2015,

Photographs by ZOEY XIA ’15
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then-senior Jordan Sibert told
ESPN that UD’s crowd was a component for their success. “They
were electrifying. … I don’t think we
would have won that game without
them,” Sibert said.
Red Scare also has found success beyond core sports as its spirit
model evolved.
“I think we’re unique in the
sense of putting a big effort in the
non-mainstream [sports],” senior
Ryan Phillips said. Phillips, the
current Red Scare president, puts
emphasis on appreciating all UD
athletic programs. The crowds, victory chants and outrageous signs
can be heard and seen at women’s
basketball, volleyball, and men’s
and women’s soccer games.
“We give them the home-field
advantage,” he said.
In Red Scare’s recent past, students received coveted men’s basketball seats as groups by accumulating points for attending other
athletics events. While it helped
the other sports, it hurt basketball.
Red Scare could look sparse or scattered when the student group could
not fill its assigned seats because
of class or other commitments,
Phillips said.
At the start of the 2014 season,
men’s basketball tickets became
first-come, first-serve. Instead of
getting points at other athletics
events, students cheering at these
events now receive free food, Tshirts or other giveaways from Red
Scare. It worked, with the student
section hitting capacity during
some basketball games during the
2014-15 season.
Last season, Red Scare saw
continued attendance growth and
support for non-basketball sports,
Phillips said, and basketball hit
heights that would make the Red
Scare founders proud. Men’s basketball had an average attendance
of 12,718 and a team record of 279, including advancing to the third
round of the NCAA Tournament.
Women’s basketball ranked 50th
nationally in attendance — and first
W i n t e r 2015-16

in the Atlantic 10 Conference —
with 2,538, and the team advanced
to the Elite Eight.
Although Red Scare puts the
focus on cheering for all UD athletics, it also helps bring all Flyers,
past and present, together, Phillips
said.
“Everyone talks about community. Sports, in my mind, is one
way you can experience true community,” Phillips said. “It’s not the
University of Dayton Flyers. This is
my University of Dayton Flyers.”
Red Scare has changed the game
for athletics and all UD Flyers, say
alumni.
“Over the years, the student section turnout and cheering has varied,” said Alan Hemler ’87, a men’s
basketball season ticket holder.
Hemler said he has loved watching
students create a “high-energy environment” that supports UD athletics.
“The past four years of Red
Scare have outperformed previous
seasons,” Hemler said.
And the nation has noticed.
In 2012, UD earned the title “Best
Under-the-Radar College Basketball Atmosphere” from Enterprise
Rent-A-Car and Intersport. In
2013, Red Scare was nominated for
a Naismith Student Section of the
Year Award. And on March 25, 2014,
NBC Nightly News highlighted the
blue-faced, red-haired, flag-waving
Red Scare in a feature on school
spirit.
“The founding fathers are proud
of the group — I certainly am,” Joe
Kroeger said. That pride traverses
the miles as he views the student
section on TV from his home on the
West Coast. “Keep it up for another
20 years.”
For a school that focuses on
tradition and community, Red
Scare is one embodiment. So here’s
to 20 more years of Red Scare. May
the chants always be loud, the seats
be never empty, and the Flyer spirit
soar.
DAYTON, FLYERS — GO UD!
UD
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BY DEBBIE JUNIEWICZ ’90

he Earth, our home, is beginning
to look more and more like an
immense pile of filth.”
Strong words from a leader
respected around the globe.
And while he is neither a research scientist
focused on climate change nor a politician
tasked with protecting the resources of
his country, Pope Francis’ words in his encyclical — Laudato Si’: Of The Holy Father
Francis On Care for Our Common Home
— carry weight among world leaders and
practicing Catholics alike.
Pope Francis reinforced his strongly
worded encyclical message during his recent
trip to the United States.
“Any harm done to the environment,
therefore, is harm done to humanity,”
he said in his Sept. 25 address to the U.N.
General Assembly.
He went on to address the “boundless
thirst for power and material prosperity,”
the “misuse of available natural resources”
and the impact they have on the “weak and
disadvantaged.”
Francis is not the first pontiff to express
his concern about the environment. In his

first encyclical in 1979, Pope Saint John Paul
II warned that human beings frequently
seem “to see no other meaning in their natural environment than what serves for immediate use and consumption.” He went on to
call for a global ecological conversion.
The tone of Francis’ encyclical, however,
is one of urgency and action.
As Francis says, “It is my hope that this
Encyclical Letter, which is now added to the
body of the Church’s social teaching, can
help us to acknowledge the appeal, immensity and urgency of the challenge we face.”
Referring to his namesake as “the example par excellence of care for the vulnerable
and of an integral ecology lived out joyfully
and authentically,” the pope implores us to
follow in Saint Francis of Assisi’s footsteps.
He shows us just how inseparable the
bond is between concern for nature, justice
for the poor, commitment to society and
interior peace.
There are many ways to put the pope’s
encyclical message into practice in our daily lives. Campus scholars weigh in on meaningful messages in the document, how to
put Francis’ directives into action and why
it matters.

Putting Pope
Francis’ encyclical
into practice
Tone of urgency and action
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ROBERT BRECHA
Professor of Physics and in the Renewable and Clean Energy Program, and Director of Research, Hanley Sustainability Institute

“It needs to be said that, generally speaking, there is little in the
way of clear awareness of problems which especially affect the excluded. Yet they are the majority of
the planet’s population, billions of
people. … Indeed, when all is said
and done, they frequently remain
at the bottom of the pile. This is due
partly to the fact that many professionals, opinion makers, communications media and centres
of power, being located in affluent
urban areas, are far removed from
the poor, with little direct contact
with their problems. ... Today,
however, we have to realize that a

true ecological approach always
becomes a social approach; it must
integrate questions of justice in debates on the environment, so as to
hear both the cry of the earth and
the cry of the poor.”

T

he last sentence Pope
Francis writes is especially
important.
Overall the pope is asking
Catholics, and indeed all of us,
to think integrally about our actions. Every small action we take
has an impact, and therefore we
should find ways to use fewer
resources — become far more

energy-efficient, for example. I
will get more concrete, although
it’s not directly what the pope
says. We, in the United States,
should be clamoring to pay more
taxes to build up infrastructure
suitable for the future, such as
renewable energy. We should be
taking care of the least fortunate
in our society and providing educational opportunities at appropriate levels to all. And we should
think about our international
obligations to aid development of
those who will be most vulnerable
in a changing climate. Our parents
and grandparents did their part to
W i n t e r 2015-16

provide appropriate infrastructure for us, but the current generation has become selfish and said,
in effect, “We don’t care about
the future because it might be too
expensive to us today.”
I am not Catholic, but as
someone deeply interested in
sustainability, I think we need to
pay more attention to promoting
renewable energy, wasting less,
eating less meat and more locally.
But Pope Francis is talking about
something much bigger and more
systemic and comprehensive,
much of which should resonate
no matter our religious beliefs.
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All-powerful God, you are present
in the whole universe and in the smallest of your creatures.
You embrace with your tenderness
all that exists.
Pour out upon us the power of
your love, that we may protect life and
beauty.
Fill us with peace, that we may live
as brothers and sisters, harming no
one. …

P

ope Francis’ “A Prayer for Our
Earth” in Laudato Si’ encapsulates the call to tenderness
and empathy through transforming
encounters with all our neighbors
— plants, animals and every person
near and far.
I had a life-changing encounter
while teaching global environmental
issues at Chaminade University in
Honolulu. The students — most from
small Pacific Islands — shared their
love of the ocean and how shorelines
were changing through the accumulation of imported cans and bottles
and the decrease in freshwater availability with erosion. I spoke about
how climate change was predicted
to increase storm frequency, raise
sea levels and exacerbate saltwater
intrusions. One student, Iumi, exclaimed, “Are you telling me my island and culture are disappearing?
What are you going to do? Move us
somewhere else and ship us bottled
water?” Tears welled in me, as they
do in each retelling. The next day,
Iumi approached me: “I spoke out
because I think you can do something
about it.” I replied, “We each must do
what we can and work together.”

40
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Pope Francis is calling us to
dialogue and action. We must mitigate the effects of climate change —
choosing solutions that conserve resources, encourage energy efficiency
and renewables, and create jobs and
healthier air for all. To build bridges
across perspectives — such as scientists and engineers providing expertise to faith communities — by forming partnerships and not working
in silos.
Everyone needs to get involved
and share their gifts, no matter
where we are coming from. You could
write a letter to the editor; I’ve seen
people who have never even tried
to write for a newspaper express in
their own voice how important this
is. Policymakers value constituent
concerns. Get involved with a creation care team. Check with your
local diocese or adjudicatory or
visit the Catholic Climate Covenant
(www.catholicclimatecovenant.org)
to learn about opportunities to connect. Take the community spirit that
you knew at UD and build a community in harmony with the environment where you are now. A Laudato
Si’ online course (vlcff.udayton.edu)
or a study group can support changes.
Little changes in the home, workplace and congregation can also
make a big difference. Think about
adjusting the thermostat and shifting
to LED lights. Planting native plants
will attract butterflies and birds and
restore ecosystem services including
air cooling and purification and preventing run-off. Visit meec.udayton.
edu for educational resources.
Acting together, we are making a
difference.
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SISTER LEANNE JABLONSKI, F.M.I.
Scholar-in-Residence for Faith & Environment at the Hanley Sustainability
Institute, and Director of Marianist Environmental Education Center

VINCENT J. MILLER
Gudorf Chair in Catholic Theology and Culture,
Department of Religious Studies

F

rancis’ message is essentially a spiritual
one — one that nonetheless has profound
economic and political consequences. He
is asking us whether we can open our hearts to
honor and care for all of those who sustain us
and with whom we share our planet. Francis
asks us to open ourselves to the best scientific
arguments available as a way of attending to
God’s creation.
“Our goal is not to amass information or to
satisfy curiosity, but rather to become painfully
aware, to dare to turn what is happening to the
world into our own personal suffering and thus to
discover what each of us can do about it.”
We need to think on many levels.
First of all, the Vatican has been very explicit that this encyclical is timed to build moral
pressure for governments to act with courage at
the Paris climate talks in December. Pope Francis challenges President Obama, the U.S. Congress and the United Nations to act responsibly.
We need to follow his example and lobby our
elected officials to negotiate and implement a
strong agreement in Paris.
The United States has the highest per capita CO2 emissions rate of any major nation. We
need to take serious steps as a nation and as individuals to reduce our carbon footprint. One of
the most surprisingly effective ways to do this is
to eliminate or seriously reduce our consumption of red meat. Eating lower on the food chain
radically reduces the carbon fuel required to
sustain our diet.
On the most personal level of change, we
need to open ourselves to the world around us
to see our interconnections with and responsibility for the rest of creation. Learn about backyard habitats. Connect with a local conservation
group. Connect with an organic farm in your
community.
The challenge we face is both spiritual and
structural. We have to open our hearts and
minds to the damage we are doing to the world
around us. We need to act quickly to transform
our energy system in order to leave our children
and grandchildren a world that they can flourish
in. Time has run out — we must change and act.
The science fiction writer Kim Stanley Robinson
once described our age as “the great dithering.”
We owe our children more than that.

SISTER ANGELA ANN ZUKOWSKI, M.H.S.H.
Director of The Institute for Pastoral Initiatives, Professor of Religious Studies, and Marianist Educational Associate

“As Christians, we are also called
to accept the world as a sacrament of
Communion, as a way of sharing with
God and our neighbors on a global
scale. It is our humble conviction
that the divine and the human meet
in the slightest detail in the seamless
garment of God’s creation, in the last
speck of dust of our planet.”

T

of others by my witness to preserve
resources for the next generation?
It may seem insignificant for one
person, but when, as a community,
we live more intentionally, it makes
a huge difference. Once we begin to
live more consciously with how we
spend our time, use our finances and
resources and realize that we are
called to be stewards of creation and
one another, everything can change.
Most of us cannot bring about huge
changes in the system, but we can
change how we enter into each day
and encounter and use the gifts that
are offered. Everything can become
a sacrament of encounter if we only
have “eyes to see and ears to hear”
(Deuteronomy 29:4).
I believe Pope Francis is striving to raise our consciences to the
fact of integral ecology. We need to
spend quality time reading, reflecting and discerning what this means
for us as a community. This is a moral
and ethical obligation — not simply a
challenge — and each of us needs to
contemplate our lifestyle and strive
to work together for the common
good for future generations.
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he idea of accepting the world
as a sacrament of Communion shifts our perspective on
how we interact with creation and all
human beings. To be a “sacrament”
is recognizing that it is a mirror of
the creator. It calls for seeing with
new or clearer eyes the beauty that
embraces us every second of the day.
It demands of us a renewed sense of
respect and reverence, virtues which
appear to be disappearing particularly in our modern Western civilization.
The words touch us where we
need to be touched — in our conscience, mind, heart and lifestyles.
We are called to a radical conversion in how we live and relate to the
ecological and human factors of our

world. This radical conversation involves, as Pope Francis constantly
articulates, the reality that everything is connected. We do not live in
silos, in isolation, but are by our very
nature in communion with all things.
In this sense of communion, we are
called to be good stewards and care
for all with compassion and love.
Finally, we are reminded, yes,
we are pilgrims along the way. We
are only passing through and we
are called to care for the Earth and
humanity mindful of the next generation. This idea of passing through
helps us shift our lifestyle from
thinking only about “me” and “my
needs and wants” to what is best for
the common good.
Bear in mind “not what I need
and want” but how do my actions,
lifestyle or way of life possibly impact
the next generation? Am I over consuming? Where am I overconsuming? Whether it is food, water or energy use, how can I live more simply
realizing less is more? Each day we
need to awake and ask the question:
How can I live more simply today?
How can I raise the consciousness

T

My place, my faith

BY ERIN FREY ’18
he poncho underneath me crumpled. I found the most comfortable
sitting position possible on the
Capitol Building lawn and closed
my eyes. Conversations in Spanish,
French and English floated through the air, but I
was most impressed that people had the ability
to converse at 5 in the morning. Pope Francis’
Sept. 25 address to Congress wasn’t for another
four and a half hours, yet I, and a crowd of around
50,000, were already gathered to hear him.
During the pope’s visit to D.C., I was one of
the youngest members of the press corps, at the
invitation of the Association of Catholic Colleges
and Universities. It was, at first, a professional

opportunity — I’m a public relations major, and I
tweeted the events for @daymag and gathered
information to write this story. As a Catholic, it
also became an opportunity of faith. You see,
ever since I came to college I have been questioning what I believe. And I am not alone. According
to a Pew Research Center survey of Catholics,
only 30 percent of 18- to 29-year-olds said they
attend Mass once a week, compared to 49 percent of those 65 and older. For the first time, I am
being exposed to different religions and people
making faith decisions based on something other
than how our parents raised us.
I knew that, in the crowds gathered to see
the pope, there were more like me who came to
hear in his message not just words but a place

for us in this worldwide faith. Maybe that is why,
as college students, we are so drawn to Pope
Francis. He talks, and we listen to him calling and
challenging millennials as members of the Church
that we didn’t know was ours all along.
The previous day, Sept. 24, I attended the
Canonization Mass of Junípero Serra to live
tweet what I experienced and to talk to students.
I wanted to learn why so many of them were willing to wait in lines starting at 5 a.m. to attend
Mass at the Basilica of the National Shrine of the
Immaculate Conception.
The first students I talked with were four
broadcast journalism majors from Duquesne University who were filming a documentary about
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Pope Francis’ visit. Why did they think it was imXVI, who stopped in New York and Washington in
portant for college-age students like us to report
2008 where crowds of roughly 83,000 gathered,
at these events?
according to The New York Times.
Junior Emily Stock said that, for the first
Pope Francis’ visit to D.C., Philadelphia and
time, she feels like students have a public figure
New York was monumental because his trip cowe can all look up to, one who is finally doing
incided with national and international political
what millennials try to do — accept each other.
discussions, including on the environment and
“The pope is open-minded — he is a peoplethe poor. Within a week, he canonized a saint,
person,” she said. “He
spoke to the United
reaches out to undeNations, ate lunch
veloped communities
with the homeless,
and appeals to both
addressed Congress
political parties.”
and attended the
This was the first
World Meeting of
of many similar reFamilies.
sponses. The editorWhile I was in
in-chief of Catholic
D.C. on the lawn,
University of America’s
UD students were in
student
newspaper,
the Kennedy Union
Antoinette Cea, was
Hangar. Among the
next to me in line and
comfy couches and
joined in the conversabowling lanes was a
tion. “We [as Cathostanding-room-only
lics] are comfortable
crowd of nearly 200
being members of
watching the adthe Catholic Church
dress to Congress
again,” she said.
on the big screen
In the U.S., there
and engaging on soare roughly 77.7 million
cial media.
Catholics, according to
Sophomore Althe U.S. Conference of
exandra Altomare,
Erin Frey at the Basilica of the National Shrine
of the Immaculate Conception.
Catholic Bishops, an
who
tweets
at
increase of more than
@alibearie7, spent
20 million from 1965. But the number of Catholic
that morning in the Hangar playing pope bingo
millennials is decreasing. According to the Pew
(she earned a space when the pope said “joy”
Research Center, only 16 percent of Americans
or discussed the “economy of exclusion”). She
ages 18 to 34 identify as Catholic, compared to
tweeted, “Started my morning with donuts, bingo,
20-23 percent of those older than 35. My perpolitics, and Pope Francis. I love UD! Very proud to
sonal conversations with young Catholics mirbe a Catholic today! #UDPope #pope2congress.”
ror some of the reasons for this national trend:
Some of those same
the Church’s views on marriage equality, divorce,
students, days later,
abortion and contraception.
piled onto two buses to
But as I walked around the basilica among
join the World Meeting
25,000, there was little discussion of what diof Families in Philadelvides us. Instead, students talked about what
phia Sept. 26-27. Pope
united them to the leader of the Catholic faith:
Saint John Paul II startacceptance, humbleness, modern ideals and a
ed the World Meeting of
charismatic attitude — not to mention a fondness
Families in 1994 in Rome
for Twitter [see @Pontifex].
and, every three years, it
is the largest gathering
Although this was my first encounter with
of Catholic families in
a pontiff, it wasn’t America’s. Pope Paul VI was
the world.
the first pope to visit the U.S. in New York City
The UD family included 111 students, staff and
Oct. 4, 1965. Pope John Paul II made seven trips
faculty who traveled together to witness Pope
to the United States over two decades. The last
Francis’ arrival in Philadelphia, including senior
time a pontiff visited America was Pope Benedict
Megan McAuliffe.

“I enjoyed celebrating and worshipping as
one Catholic family,” she said. “Pope Francis
called everyone to serve and care for each other
as freely as God loves the human family.”
Pope Francis also spoke to inmates at the
Curran-Fromhold Correctional Facility in Philadelphia. There, he said, “We know in faith that
Jesus seeks us out. He wants to heal our wounds,
to soothe our feet which hurt from traveling
alone, to wash each of us clean of the dust from
our journey. He doesn’t ask us where we have
been, he doesn’t question us about what we have
done.”
Back in Dayton, Dominic Sanfilippo, Jack
Schlueter, Andrew Ekrich and I discussed Pope
Francis’ visit around their duct-taped kitchen table at their Marianist Student Community house
on Trinity Avenue. When asked specifically about
Francis’ concern for our consumerist-dominated
society, Sanfilippo said, “Pope Francis is calling
us to be aware of how we walk around in the
world. We have to take a step back from the
world and question, ‘How am I acting today?’
We have set up the world where so many people
profit at the expense of another and with our
generation — it doesn’t have to be that way.”
Through Pope Francis’ various stops in the
U.S. — and his willingness to talk about debated
issues while remaining true to the idea of caring
for the common good of all creation — he transformed for me the idea that Catholicism is just
something practiced on Sundays into a ritual
lived out in the way we accept others.
When Pope Francis finished his address to
Congress, he emerged on the Capitol balcony
and said, “And I ask you all, please, to pray for
me. And if amongst you there are some who
don’t believe, or can’t pray, I ask you please, to
wish good things for
me.”
The hair on my
arms stood up and a
chill raced up my spine.
I was completely overwhelmed with emotion. As I stood alone
in the crowd, I knew
I wasn’t the only one
who was blinking back
tears. Through that simple statement, Pope Francis recognizes that
while we all question our faith, we are accepted
anyway. That one statement reaffirmed that
there was and always will be a place for me in
Catholicism. UD

Students talked about
what united them to the
leader of the Catholic
faith: acceptance,
humbleness,
modern ideals and a
charismatic attitude.
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by seeing the country and finally will be
able to visit UD. I cannot wait. ”

ALUMNI

THE

THIS
ISSUE

19
17
15
14
12
10

photos of UD Magazine

births announced

vacations taken

new jobs & promotions

weddings celebrated

books/music/blogs
produced

7
7
6

retirements begun

reunions held

Together again: The
Appalachia Club is
planning a reunion for
members from 1970 to
1976. See Pages 50
and 51 for details.

Find out which three
engineering alumni
saw their company’s
name in lights:
Pages 54 and 60.
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..

What does
Cory Miller ’09
have in common with
“Dear Abby”?
See Page 58.

“I have retired … and will enjoy my free time

Our favorite
alumni ever *

are Melissa Wells Litteral ’96, who writes, “I wanted to
provide an update for my favorite magazine” (Page
55), and Steve Kellett ’81, who writes, “I receive alumni
magazines from three schools, and UD Magazine is by
far the best” (Page 53).
*We’re totally biased
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ZOEY XIA ’15

Tony
Orapello ’74
writes

Most
alumni
at a
wedding!
See Page 59. Sorry —

our mistake. We meant
60, 58 …

volunteers in the
community

3
2
1

degrees earned

podcasts to listen to

alumna performing at
Carnegie Hall

CLASS NOTES
begin on Page 49.
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BACK PORCH
Tidings of joy

JOIN US

DAYTON
Dec. 13, 2015
A Christmas Story: The
Musical
Enjoy brunch and a show with
fellow Flyers at La Comedia
Dinner Theatre.

What’s better than bonding with fellow Flyers
about where you lived on campus? Having those conversations (“I was in Marycrest 3 South.” “Me too!”)
while improving your current neighborhood.
When Flyers depart campus, they take with them
more than nostalgia for that ’Crest room — they leave
with community values that materialize wherever they
touch down, from California to Puerto Rico. This December, members of the University’s 34 active alumni
communities will put those principles into action with
Christmas off Campus, now celebrating its 25th year.
Past projects include a Christmas party for refugee
children in Charlotte, North Carolina; collating mail
for a cancer center in Houston; and a limo ride —
complete with Harley-Davidson escorts — for young
residents of a homeless shelter in San Diego.
For Jen Clark ’13 of Cincinnati, Christmas off
Campus is a holiday highlight.
“I look forward to it every year,” she said. “These are
events that leave an impact, and they remind me of the
Christmas on Campus events I attended as a student. I
leave each Christmas off Campus feeling more connected to both my own community and the University’s.”
To find a Christmas off Campus event in your area,
visit alumnicommunity.udayton.edu/events.

FLYER NATION
Feb. 14-29, 2016
I Love UD
Highlighting all the things we
love about UD for two weeks
straight.
CLEVELAND
March 4, 2016
Cavaliers basketball game
Flyers will gather to watch
Cleveland take on the
Washington Wizards.
FLYER NATION
March 14, 2016
Reunion Weekend
registration
Registration opens at noon
(EDT) for Reunion Weekend
2016. Visit your.udayton.edu/
reunion.
Discover more:
alumnicommunity.udayton.edu

It’s electric
University of Dayton mail is being delivered at the speed of light now that two
electric vehicles have arrived on campus.
The fleet, which also will be used by University parking services, is a gift from Cenntro
Motors, a Nevada-based company that develops all-electric commercial vehicles. The
donation supports the University’s Hanley
Sustainability Institute initiatives. The vehicles
are valued at $25,000 each.
Through the Hanley Sustainability Institute, the University’s current sustainability
programs are being extended campuswide
through an integrated approach to prepare
students for the growing demand for sustainability skills in the workplace as well as for civic leadership on sustainability issues.
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GOOD WORKS

Wedding bells

Friends, and family

Their Sept. 20 wedding — with alumni making up more than half of
the wedding party — was
the first since the reopening of the chapel. They
had a backup location just
in case it wasn’t finished,
but there was no need.
“I knew it would mean
so much to [Mom] to see
her daughter get married
there,” Emily said. “It really is a place that signifies the best university in
America, and now it will
signify the best marriage.”
And they were just the restart. Couples have been marrying in
the chapel since the 1960s, averaging 16 ceremonies a year. This
year will help catch up for the 14-month closure; 26 weddings
are scheduled in the Chapel of the Immaculate Conception
through June 2016.
—Shelby Quinlivan ’06
DAN KINZIE/Blue Martini Photography

A wedding venue isn’t usually picked
out before the groom is, but that’s exactly how the order went for Emily Keyes
Spicer ’08.
The Chapel of the Immaculate Conception has strong family ties for her. She
and her now husband, Blake Spicer ’06,
are both alumni. And Emily’s mother,
Beth Keyes, is vice president of facilities management at UD and oversaw
the 14-month, $12 million chapel renovation project.
Sounds like Mom had the venue
picked out before the groom, too.
“She would send me renderings of the
renovations while Blake and I were dating,” Emily said. “She mentioned it would
be a beautiful place for a wedding one day,
and the idea just stuck in my mind from that moment on.
“I knew I wanted to get married in a church that had a lot of
significance.”
Emily and Blake knew one another while undergraduates
but met again after college when they both worked for the same
company and then were in another alumni wedding party.

Engineering alumni John “Jack” Bo- one afternoon.
land ’42 and Walter Woeste ’42 can trace
Boland says he would not have had
the start of their friendship back to a the same opportunities without the Unisimple study session. Way back, in fact — versity of Dayton: “What UD means to
to the fall of 1938.
me is a good educaThe last living metion, one that I am
chanical engineering gradvery grateful for.” He
uates from the Universicites Andy Weber and
ty’s Class of 1942, Boland
Tom Price as invaluand Woeste bonded while
able mentors and role
studying for their mechanmodels who advised
ical engineering exams at
him on both everyday
Boland’s house at 27 Evanmatters and imporston Ave., which is now a Woeste, left, and Boland
tant career choices.
part of the student neighFollowing graduborhood. The pair celebrated their 95th ation, both men served in World War II,
birthdays this fall: Boland on Sept. 17, and Boland with the Navy and Woeste in the
Woeste on Sept. 25.
Army Air Corps. After returning state“We’re still in touch, of course,” says side, Boland enjoyed a 40-year career in
Boland, who resides in La Crosse, Wis- heating, ventilation and air conditioning,
consin. “We’re family.”
while Woeste spent his career at WrightWoeste — who lives in Kettering, Patterson Air Force Base.
Ohio — married Boland’s older sister,
Boland remembers working hard all
Mary, in 1946, and Boland also married a through school. “I used to work at St.
Mary whom he met in Arizona two years Mary’s Hall operating the switchboard
later. Woeste met his future bride while as a PBX officer, at the cemetery next to
(where else?) studying at Boland’s house Marycrest taking care of the land, and

bagging groceries at Kroger on Saturdays,” he recalls.
He still visits campus — and of course
Woeste — about once a year. During an
August 2015 trip, he returned to Evanston Avenue and met the UD students
who now live in the house that sparked a
seven-decade bond.
“It’s definitely different,” Boland says.
“But it’s still home.”
He’s already planning his next visit,
he says, to see one building that wasn’t
quite complete during his latest tour: the
Chapel of the Immaculate Conception.
“The chapel has always been quite important to me,” he says. “I’m glad that UD
has something that all the graduates, no
matter their class year, know as the same.”
The same can be said of everlasting
friendships.
—Grace Poppe ’16
Editor’s Note: Walter Woeste died
Nov. 8, 2015. He was a member of the
Golden Flyers and the Leo Meyer Society
and was a Flyers season ticket holder for
68 years.
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Commitment to community
Fifth-year
senior
Jake Schlueter has visited Salyersville many
times. One young man,
Chris, has become one of
his best friends. Chris is
one semester short of his
associate degree, which
could help him break the
cycle of poverty, but a lack of financial resources makes
achieving it nearly impossible.
“It’s really frustrating,” Schlueter said, “for me to watch
from the outside, not just with Chris but with the way the
whole situation and the whole system works.”
While sometimes there is heartbreak, students experience many more moments of celebration
in community — such as with a man they
know as Papaw.
Papaw knows generations of UDSAP alumni, and they all love him. “He’s
been around for so long. He’s a legend in
the town and with us,” said Eckrich, who
adds that alumni are always hungry for
Papaw news.
A saying frequently heard among
UDSAP students sums it up: “God is not
more present to you here; you are more
present to God.”
—Sarah Spech ’16
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For a half-century, UD students have been traveling to eastern Kentucky for what is now known as the University of Dayton
Summer Appalachia Program. We celebrate its commitment to
community.
Children laugh and shout as they run toward a group of UD
students clambering out of a bulky
van. The students are no less excited as they greet the children and
their parents, smiling and asking
sincerely, “How are you?” Whether
they’re old or new friends, they’re
welcomed with open hearts.
UDSAP allows for these intimate relationships to form between students and the people of
eastern Kentucky. “It’s a tight-knit
community within Salyersville,”
said Andrew Eckrich, president of
the Appalachia Club. “They love having us, and we love
going. It’s very reciprocal.” These mutual relationships
are the foundation of the program.
Though students live with the Salyersville community
for nine weeks, the ability to return for visits helps the
program facilitate such deep relationships, said UDSAP
alumnus Andrew Koerner ’15.
“We sort of recruit throughout the year, taking people on shorter trips at first — plunges and breakouts and
weekend trips. It’s easy, since Salyersville is only four
hours from Dayton.”

Culture saved us
Two years after the end of the
Bosnian war, engineering professor Robert Mott and his wife,
Marge Mott ’76, took four University of Dayton honors students on
a trip to Sarajevo — one of five Dayton sister cities — which was still
recovering from the longest siege
in the history of modern warfare.
“The city of Dayton felt it
was important for the community to remain involved with the
Bosnian-Herzegovinian situation,
but they didn’t know how to do it,” Bob Mott
said. “There were so many ideas.”
Several University faculty members were
invested in this idea.
“I had already created the concept of
Honors Systems Design — a select group of
40 students who moved as a unit through the
four-year program,” said Mott, who led their
first-semester, junior-year seminar. “It was an
opportunity for students of varying disciplines
to work together on a large team project,
46
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working through a process to come up with a
reasonable solution to a problem.”
When a delegation of Sarajevo citizens
made plans to tour Dayton in summer 1997,
Mott attended events with them and proposed
his idea for an Honors Systems Design project
during a luncheon at UD’s Kennedy Union.
“I gave a 20-minute presentation, and the
man is sitting there like this the whole time,”
Mott remembered, crossing his arms and
leaning back stiffly. “When I finished, it was

W i n t e r 2015-16

quiet. Silent. There was a long pause, and then
he looked at me and said, ‘You must come to
Sarajevo.’”
That man was Jakob Finci. He ran Sarajevo Jewish community center and agreed to
host the group, setting up meetings with local
officials and citizens, arranging for a guide and
showing the group around the city.
“Five weeks later, we were on an airplane,”
Mott said.
The “we” included the Motts and four
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It might be the latest social media craze: At alumni receptions across the country this year, Flyers have been snapping
selfies — with one
important common
thread.
“Taking
selfies with President
Curran originated
in Chicago,” explained McKenzie
Morin ’06, assistant
director of alumni
communities. “It
was the brainchild
of Chicago Alumni
Community leader
Kristen Dennison
’10. Her goal for the
night was to get a
selfie of the whole
group with Dr. Dan,
and she was not letting the evening end without one.”
Other alumni communities have picked up the #DrDan torch,
snapping pics with the pres from Puerto Rico to Cleveland, as
Curran visits alumni during his final year in office.
Have your own selfie with Dr. Curran from the past 12
years? Send your pictures with the president to magazine@
udayton.edu.

students enrolled in the Honors
Systems Design class: Michelle
Dorsten Catazarite ’99, Libby
Makley Karew ’99, Cindy Phipps
Sarinyamas ’99 and Erin Dougherty Shank ’99.
Finci connected the Motts
and the students with groups
involved with Sarajevo’s restoration efforts, including the
George Soros Foundation,
World Bank, University of Sarajevo, and Helsinki Committee
for Human Rights. Each meeting
allowed the students an in-depth
educational experience face-toface, oftentimes with citizens
who had witnessed the 3 ½-year
siege.
The UD group explored the
city, seeing the landmarks left
standing and immersing themselves in the areas that had
been reduced to ash and rubble.
Street blocks were littered with
piles of concrete and half-crum-

bled apartment buildings that,
despite their condemned status,
still held residents.
One particularly striking
quote, Mott said, came from
Srdjan Dizdarevic, president of
the Helsinki Committee: “Culture was the target,” he said,
“but it was also what saved us.”
Back in the systems design
course that fall, the students
created a comprehensive final
report that detailed their process, from information gathering and background research to
the trip itself, and their conclusions on plans for rebuilding the
culture and life that had been
lost.
The Motts have yet to return
to Sarajevo. They have remained
lifelong advocates, however, for
education both at the academic
level as well as the cultural level.
Two cities, one sisterhood.
—Maddie Beban ’18

MY OLD HOUSE 204 Lawnview

Presidential selfie

D

espite having to keep
their windows open
during a cold winter
week, the residents
of 204 Lawnview really enjoyed
their time living in the student
neighborhood,
said
Kathie
Coates Buono ’83.
After not having any luck as
sophomores through the housing assignment system, the
roommates decided to pursue
other options heading into their
junior year. This led them to
204 Lawnview.
“We were the first students
to live in the house,” Buono said.
The couple who lived in the
house before them were UD
graduates and had decided to
move into another home but
still wanted to keep the first
house. This allowed Buono and
her roommates to rent it.
“We loved the house because it had a great porch,” Buono said, noting that on the first
Wednesday of each semester,
she and her roommates would
host a “Wild and Wonderful
Wednesday” porch party.
The house also featured a
garage, which Buono said was
very unusual at the time. Also
unusual was the housemates’
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response to a mishap. One
winter, smoke filled the house
thanks to a distracted visitor
whose cigarette got a bit too
close to some pillows, causing them to smolder. The residents were forced to keep their
windows open an entire week
to air out the house. To stay
warm, the roommates gathered around desk lamps in their
rooms.
Although
the
winter
months were cold, the residents
decided to stay in the house for
their senior year.
“UD is all about the people,”
Buono said. “We had a lot of
fun. The sense of community
and being able to live in an area
with so many students; we were
always over at each other’s
houses. We loved it. We didn’t
talk about moving at all.”
—Ryan Wilker ’16

Take a tour at
udquickly.udayton.edu.
And suggest we take a tour
of your old house. Email us at
magazine@udayton.edu.
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ALUMNI COMMUNITY PROFILE Seattle, Washington

F

or about 300 Flyers, the yellow brick road — from UD to the rest of their lives —
led to the Emerald City. From hot jobs to hot java, they’ll tell you there’s no place
like a Seattle home.
DayMag asked: How did you wind up in Seattle, and how soon after graduation
did that happen?
n “I relocated to Seattle from Chicago three years ago for my position with Amazon.com, where I
led a worldwide team of data scientists and business intelligence engineers that implemented data science solutions. I have since left Amazon to form a startup,
Lumidatum, that provides a cloud data science platform to make
data prediction easy.”
—Patrick Rice ’04
n “Inspired by the intense beauty of the Olympics,
Mount Rainier, the Cascades and Mount Baker circling a very green city, I moved to Seattle in July
2010. I walk to work and ride my bike to the
beach. In Ohio, I drove 20,000 miles annually; in
Seattle, I average 500. The Pacific Northwest
was also much more inclusive of LGBT residents
than the Midwest at the time. Seattle has provided an excellent quality of life that matches
my interests and values.”
—Bill O’Connell ’86

Alumni By the
Numbers

............................................

Total Alumni
342		
Undergraduate 258
Graduate
99*
Male
Female

205
137

............................................

Graduation Classes
All
Most

1950s-2010s
1990s

............................................

Academic Area
Arts & Sciences 147
Engineering
77
Business
67
Education
37
Law
14
*15 alumni hold both
types of degrees

n “Toward the end of my senior year, I joined the Jesuit Volunteer
Corps and was placed in Seattle. I left for JVC orientation thinking
my great Pacific Northwest adventure would last one year, and then
I’d return to Ohio. I’m still in Seattle more than 33 years later!”
—Celia Thomas ’82

NowREADSEEHEARThis
SOLDIER
Libby Gill ’15

For singer/songwriter Libby Gill, music is therapy. So, she decided to
study both. “Music has always been a big part of my life, and I also had
a desire to help people,” said the recent music therapy graduate. As a
teenager, Gill found her mother’s 1970s guitar in the basement, looked
up some chords on the Internet and never
looked back. With a sound that ranges from
pop to blues to folk, Gill enjoys pushing her
own genre boundaries, gets inspiration from
artists like Sara Bareilles and Imagine Dragons,
and is, she says, “a Swifty for life.” Gill’s threesong EP, Soldier, was released in February 2015
and is available on iTunes, Bandcamp and
Spotify. Her first full-length album is nearing completion; follow along at libbygill.bandcamp.com.

THE LONG GREEN LINE
Matthew Arnold ’99

Much of Matthew Arnold’s film career originated at
UD. He programmed monthly movies that aired via
the campus cable network as inaugural chair of Flyer
Movie Channel and produced and directed live campus
television broadcasts, which featured Student Govern48
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ment Association debates. Arnold’s first documentary feature, The
Long Green Line, was released in 2014 and follows the record-setting
career of Chicago cross-country coach Joe Newton. He’s followed it
up with two Web series and several independent
feature films he’s helped produce. “I love telling
stories and working with actors to convey real
people and real human emotions,” he said. View
Arnold’s work at longgreenlinemovie.com.

INSATIABLE
Shary Hauer ’79

In her professional life, Shary Hauer was a
confident, successful, high-caliber executive
coach who advised big-time corporate leaders
around the globe — but her personal life was in shambles. “I
was insecure, clingy, desperate and willing to do anything and
everything to win and keep a man,” she admits. In Insatiable,
Hauer chronicles her emotional journey from self-hate to
self-love. “At my book signings and talks, there is always an
engaging conversation about love, relationships, what worked,
what didn’t and lessons learned. When I was writing this book,
I had no idea that my story would resonate with every woman
who reads it, but it has,” Hauer said.
—Audrey Starr
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University of Dayton
300 College Park, Dayton, OH
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classnotes@udayton.edu.
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year of graduation and major.
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wish it to appear in Class Notes.
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include birth dates rather than
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publish announcements of
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Photos of alumni are welcomed
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University of Dayton
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Class Notes.

REUNION WEEKEND June 10-12,
2016
Class Notes are found in the print
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JOSEPH DAVIS ’60

Destined for Dayton
Born in the Bronx, but destined for Dayton.
Joseph Davis knew he wanted to study engineering, and
after looking at Notre Dame and St. Louis University, he decided to become a Flyer. Now in his fifth year as a Golden
Flyer, Davis says it took a long line of people to shape his UD
experience.
“I met some super students while I was there,” Davis said.
“Back then, I was the only non-athlete minority on campus. A
lot of my fellow students took me under their wing.”
Davis’ main concern, though, was getting through school.
At the time, engineering majors were required to enroll in 158
credits; today, that number is only 134.
“I spent most of my time studying,” he said. “But, I did have
many friends in town, and I also had the Lloyd Lewis family.
Lloyd Lewis Sr. was a business manager in town. He was active
with the UD administration, and I was introduced to the family when I arrived on campus. They were very helpful to me for
four years. I was like their adopted child.”
After graduation, Davis returned to New York and worked
for the Federal Aviation Administration before transferring
to IBM, retiring in 1995. Since then, he has held a number of
positions for the Town of Poughkeepsie, taught government
courses at Mount Saint Mary College and now teaches political
science at Dutchess Community College.
Despite the miles, Davis continues to maintain strong ties to the
UD community.
“I just spent a weekend reuniting with one of my classmates, and
I have maintained a good friendship with Hank Josefczyk ’60,
the current Golden Flyers
chair,” he said. “It was
always all about the
people.”
—Lexie Digby ’15
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CECILIA GIRZ ’73

Positive outlook
A little rain, a couple of clouds, but mostly sunny: That’s the
forecast Cecilia Girz says reflects her 30-year career in meteorology.
As a young girl, Girz found her passion in science, and after
earning bachelor’s and master’s degrees in physics, she grew interested in how those principles could be applied to the natural
world. Her curiosity led her to a doctorate in atmospheric science
— and an accomplished career as a meteorologist.
“It is very practical and has real application in people’s lives,”
she said. Girz saw meteorology as a way to connect her love of
math and science with a desire to help others and benefit society.
Girz worked in a research laboratory for the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration for 30 years.
“I really, really loved my career. My passion was data analysis;
I loved doing that,” she said.
Now enjoying retirement, Girz puts in nearly as many hours
as she did when employed full time. She’s produced a program
for community-access television, volunteered, traveled abroad
to help bring clean drinking water to a small town in Nicaragua,
and served on the American Meteorological Society’s Board on
Women and Minorities.
Along with her husband, Army, she splits her time between
Boulder, Colorado, and Vinalhaven, an island off the coast of
Maine. Together, they film documentaries
about the island and the area’s history.
While their responsibilities overlap, Army usually operates the camera while Girz interviews, a task she
relishes.
“I have always liked talking to
people and learning their life stories,” she said. “When you’re interviewing, you can gain insight into their
lives.”
Girz paraphrased one of her
friends, saying, “I’m a woman
that used to do a lot of things,
but I’m doing a lot of things
now.”
—Sarah Spech ’16
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ANATOMY OF A CLASS NOTE ’75

Jan Ferri-Reed (EDE) and her husband, Richard, live in Aliquippa, Pa. Jan is
president of KEYGroup, a consulting and training firm in Pittsburgh. She cowrote the book Keeping the Millennials: Why Companies Are Losing
Billions in Turnover to this Generation and What to Do About It, as
well as the sequel, Millennials 2.0 – Empowering Generation
Jan Ferri-Reed ’75
Y. Jan has presented a variety of programs and keynotes to
was drawn to the helpmanagers and employees in a diverse range of organizations
ing professions, so she
throughout the world. Her work focuses on creating
pursued an education
productive workplaces and retaining multigenerational
talent while increasing the bottom line.
degree. Forty years later,

this executive leadership
coach has taught thousands of pupils.

EDE A special education major, Ferri-Reed wanted to make
a difference in people’s lives, especially those who had limited
resources and skills. “This was when persons with disabilities were
being recognized for their potential rather than being limited by a label,”
she said. “I was also curious about engineering but, I confess, I always liked working
with people more than numbers.”
KEYGROUP Ferri-Reed, who also holds a master’s degree in learning disabilities
and a doctorate in management psychology and organizational development,
founded KEYGroup, a leadership consulting company, in 1985. “The age-old challenge continues to be how leaders can connect with and help people to be the
best they can be,” she said. “Growing up, I remember watching my father as an
employer always trying to see both sides of the coin: What performance do you
need to grow the business? What do you need to do as a leader to understand the
employee’s perspective in order to bring them along rather than coerce them?”
MILLENNIALS 2.0 “I started to see what I would call a subtle bias against the
millennial generation, and I wanted to help people see their gifts rather than
the challenges,” Ferri-Reed explained. “In fact, that’s why I got into the helping
professions to begin with.”
PRODUCTIVE WORKPLACES Authenticity and humility are the traits FerriReed advocates most. “Anne Rapp, one of my UD special education professors, had a huge influence on me. She taught me the importance of understanding who my classroom students were as people rather than a psychological
report,” she said.
—Audrey Starr
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LISA HALLER STABLER ’83

Joy of innovation
Almost two centuries ago, the nation’s first railway tracks
were laid.
Since then, the railroad industry has remained the lifeblood of the North American continent: It moves everything
from lumber to coal to household goods. Lisa Haller Stabler,
a lifelong innovator, has worked tirelessly in keeping that
industry moving forward.
After earning a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering, Stabler began her career working with a different type of
transportation.
“I never thought about working in the rail industry when
I was at the University of Dayton. I spent the first 20 years of
my career working in the automotive industry,” she said.
Those autos introduced her to her current line of work.
The Burlington North Santa Fe Railway recruited Stabler, and
she soon joined its ranks as a quality and reliability engineer.
“We were able to use technology to improve the safety, reliability and efficiency of track and track structures,” she said.
“Those changes improve our performance for our customers.”
Following 10 years with BNSF, she arrived at the Transportation Technology Center Inc. in Pueblo, Colorado.
Beginning in 2010 as vice president of operations and training, within a year she was named president.
In an industry with such history, for Stabler, there are still
advancements to come.
“Many people have the mistaken impression that there is
nothing new to learn,” Stabler said. “I lead a team of over 270
people who are dedicated to learning new
ways to advance railway safety and
technology. I have the joy of working for a company dedicated to
learning and improvement.”
Amidst Stabler’s successes,
she remains centered.
“As a wife and mother, family is the most important thing
in my life,” she said. “My family
provides a foundation of love and
support that allows me to be
successful.”
—Maddie Beban ’18
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Apple of an idea
David Cagigas enjoys finding creative ways to make complex
things easier — like helping kids make healthy choices.
When his sister approached him with a common parenting challenge — how to motivate kids to eat healthier and move
more — and her idea for a nutrition tracker to solve it, Cagigas’
background in sales, marketing and design helped their company,
AN APPLE A DAY, take flight.
AN APPLE A DAY manufactures handheld devices that track
healthy choices and personal responsibility — and are easy for
parents to use.
“I’m passionate about making things easier through creative
thinking,” Cagigas said. “The federal MyPlate nutrition guidelines are confusing and overwhelming; our product makes them
straightforward and easy to follow. We wanted to create something that was simple, fun and effective.”
No batteries or chargers needed — AN APPLE A DAY trackers
are lightweight, magnetic, sturdy plastic boards with “windows”
that can be opened and closed as children meet their daily goals.
“The products are tactile-based to give children a hands-on learning experience and foster face-to-face communication between
parents and children,” Cagigas said.
The company now offers two products: a Children’s Healthy
Choices Tracker to track healthy eating habits and physical
activity, and a Children’s Responsibility Tracker to track chores
and encourage personal responsibility.
“We specifically did not want this to be designed as an app
or just another electronic gadget,” Cagigas said. “Apps often get
lost in the shuffle when competing with dozens of other apps.
The trackers were designed to engage the
entire family and be easily shared and
accessed in the home.”
Cagigas has since partnered with
foundations and nonprofits such as
United Way, Excellus Blue Cross Blue
Shield and children’s hospitals to distribute thousands of trackers to students in northeast Ohio and New York.
“Our mission is to help parents
teach lessons that inspire
their children to make
choices that lead to healthy,
responsible and happy
lives,” Cagigas said.
—Ryan Wilker ’16
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IN MEMORIAM

ALUMNI

1938
Thomas J. Thomas — July 23, 2015
1943
Charles “Russ” Sacksteder —
Aug. 14, 2015
1944
Arthur Couture — July 10, 2015
Richard Westendorf — June 29, 2015
1945
Mary Driscoll Burns — Aug. 22, 2015
1947
Father Joseph Priestly, S.M. —
Oct. 11, 2014
1948
Rosemary Coulter Loeb — July 18,
2015
1949
C. Raymond “Ray” Miller — July 7,
2015
James Willis — May 30, 2015
1950
James Geile — July 20, 2015
Norene Lambers Ray — July 6, 2015
1951
Floyd Begin — Aug. 13, 2015
John Condon — Aug. 25, 2015
Calvin Conn — July 13, 2015
Richard Mayer — July 3, 2015
1952
William “Billy” O’Neill — June 22,
2015
1953
Clyde Graham — June 5, 2015
1955
John Prosser Sr. — Aug. 28, 2015
1956
Paul Dacey — Aug. 26, 2015
Lawrence Keck — Aug. 11, 2015
Donald Schlegel — July 24, 2015
Madonna Michaels Wehner —
Aug. 25, 2015
1957
Virginia Goldsmith Atkinson —
June 23, 2015
Edward Vasicek — Sept. 8, 2015
1958
Elmer Deitering — July 10, 2015
Ann Burgoyne Griffing — July 21, 2015
Charles Rhodes Jr. — June 1, 2015
Allen Shanen — Sept. 7, 2015
Timothy Smith — Aug. 28, 2015
1959
George Bonifas — Sept. 8, 2015
Donald “Don” Bouquot — June 13,
2015

Donald Hauer — June 24, 2015
William Hoff — June 25, 2015
1960
Sister Ellen Durso, S.F.P. — Aug. 27,
2015
Lucian “Lu” Kapuscinski — July 8,
2015
Gerald Miller Sr. — Aug. 22, 2015
Donald Schierloh — Aug. 22, 2015
1961
Victor King Jr. — Aug. 18, 2015
1962
Philip Morey — Aug. 21, 2015
Mary Bensman Thornton — June
10, 2015
Ronald Yoakum — June 17, 2015
1963
Ronald Fobes — Jan. 31, 2015
Robert Ingles — Jan. 13, 2015
Anthony “Jeep” Saprano — Aug. 15,
2015
Michael Whalen — June 13, 2015
1965
Martha Robinson — July 26, 2015
Father Lawrence “Larry” Wyen,
C.PP.S. — July 28, 2015
1966
Mary Clark — Sept. 7, 2015
James “Jim” Frenchik — July 30,
2015
Betty Leisy — April 12, 2015
Philip “Bud” Thomas Jr. — June 17,
2015
1967
Robert Egan — April 2, 2015
George Taylor Jr. — April 22, 2015
Dennis Werkmeister — May 12, 2015
1968
Suzanne Taylor Columbus — Sept.
22, 2015
Mary Franta Nugent — April 8, 2015
1969
Gregory “Greg” Morin — July 11, 2015
William “Bill” Stanley — Sept. 4, 2015
1970
Christian “Chris Cage” Caggiano —
Sept. 1, 2015
Ludlow “Lud” Philpot — Aug. 15,
2015
1971
Charles “Chuck” Fiely — April 26,
2015
Julie Roehm Green — Jan. 21, 2015
Frank Pureber Jr. — Aug. 26, 2015
Salvatore Rebozo — June 11, 2015
Zane “Tag” Zeller — Aug. 27, 2015

1973
Darryl Dever — Sept. 9, 2015
Gerald “Jerry” Houston — Aug. 16,
2015
Nancy Moody — July 18, 2015
John Reece Jr. — July 5, 2015
1974
Edward Bessette — July 7, 2015
1975
Christopher Kulzer — Aug. 3, 2015
Michael Martin — July 1, 2015
1976
David Bohlander — Aug. 26, 2015
Edna Dutton — July 13, 2015
Robert Stanton — July 23, 2015
1977
William Cyrus Sr. — Sept. 1, 2015
Barbara Gill — Aug. 18, 2015
Kenneth “Kenny” Witherspoon —
July 20, 2015
1978
Dennis Maguylo — July 15, 2015
Ethel Vance — Aug. 27, 2015
1979
Gwendolyn Caldwell — Aug. 19,
2015
1981
Brian Appel — Aug. 5, 2015
1982
Donald “Mouse” Meister — Aug.
31, 2015
Martina Tehan Poe — Aug. 13, 2015
1983
Laura Chiudioni — July 25, 2015
1985
Terri Copeland — Aug. 20, 2015
1986
Brenda Elkins — Aug. 11, 2015
1987
Joan Albrecht — July 20, 2015
1990
Charlene Kole Engel — Aug. 1, 2015
Jennifer Jelinek Lawson — Aug.
11, 2015
Susan Ripple Rhett — Sept. 2, 2015
1991
Charles Davis Sr. — July 6, 2015
1993
Scott Miller — Aug. 20, 2015
Todd Williams — Aug. 17, 2015
1997
Kerry Ott — April 23, 2015
1998
Sara Spock — Aug. 14, 2015
2000
Dawn Schilling Hines-Stinson —
July 11, 2015

2004
Edith Caudill Cook — Aug. 14, 2015
2011
Alison Tinnes — July 26, 2015
FRIENDS
David Bockhorn — June 18, 2015;
University benefactor. Survived by
father Arlen “Bucky” Bockhorn ’58
and brother Dan Bockhorn ’85.
Frederick Bueche — April 17, 2015;
former professor of physics.
Edna Caruso — Aug. 26, 2015; survived by son Tony Caruso ’85.
Helen D’Agostino — July 18, 2015; survived by son Robert D’Agostino ’81.
Dennis Greene — Sept. 5, 2015; professor of law.
J. Michael Harper — July 14, 2015;
survived by wife Marian DeLuca
Harper ’89 and son Michael Harper
’87.
Ruth Kathryn Hinker — Sept. 28,
2015; survived by son Neal Hinker
’79; grandsons Ed Hinker ’00, Sam
Hinker ’01, Patrick Hinker ’03 and
William Hinker ’08; granddaughter
Kate Hinker ’02; and granddaughters-in-law Allison Helmers Hinker
’00 and Molly Heimert Hinker ’04.
John Hughes — July 13, 2015; survived by son Zach Hughes, current
student.
Beth Ireland — Aug. 10, 2015; survived
by son D. Jeffrey Ireland ’80.
Kimie Payne — June 15, 2015; retired
biology department staff.
Vaughn “Rex” Pitsenbarger— June 6,
2015; survived by daughter Marilyn
Pitsenbarger Gauvey ’70.
Walter Porter — Aug. 6, 2015; University benefactor.
Robert Sanford — July 11, 2015;
retired professor of business.
Patricia Sauer — June 28, 2015;
survived by daughters Jerri Sauer
Chaney ’85, Jenni Sauer Crotty ’89
and son-in-law Bill Crotty ’89.
Mary “Candy” Teague — July 10, 2015;
survived by daughter Stephanie
Teague Marchal ’95.
Emily Vince — Sept. 8, 2015; survived
by son Donald Vince Jr. ’85.

Prayer intentions are collected through the Marianist Mission at http://bit.ly/Marianist_Mission.
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CORY MILLER ’09

Three cheers for Dayton

Since third grade, Dayton, Ohio, native Cory Miller knew
he wanted to be a Flyer. He also knew his grades alone wouldn’t
make that happen; so, he decided to make connections.
Fueled by his passion for conversation, Miller set out to
know all his classmates. During his senior year of high school,
he was voted “Dear Abby,” the person anyone could talk to. He
got involved with organizations like S.A.D.D. (Students Against
Destructive Decisions) and played football, which he said
“helped beef up my college application.” That’s right — application. Miller applied only to his dream school; no backups.
“When the acceptance letter arrived in the mail, I flipped
out,” Miller said. “I thought I was going to do a somersault or
throw up. It was the greatest achievement of my life.”
Passionate about learning people’s stories, Miller earned a
degree in psychology — and his conversations haven’t stopped.
During a 2007 internship, Miller enjoyed talking with staff at
financial management firm C.H. Dean, LLC, in Beavercreek,
Ohio, so much that he hasn’t left. Now corporate relations
manager, Miller serves as a concierge for the firm’s high-networth individuals and is their conduit to the Dayton region.
Miller’s life has been filled with other achievements, too.
In 2013, he was named Young Professional of the Year by the
Beavercreek Chamber of Commerce, and he’s been added to
the Dayton Business Journal’s Forty Under 40 list. He’s also
a member of the Leadership Dayton Class of 2016.
“I was inspired by two amazing UD professors — Melissa
Layman-Guadalupe and Diane
Dunham — who helped me
feel like a real UD student, instead of a number, and taught
me to appreciate the beauty
in everything,” Miller said. “I
have been to every large city
north and east of New Orleans,
but I can’t shake the feeling
that I get from Dayton.
I have what I love and
do what I am passionate about. It is
home.”
—Erin Frey ’18
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Can UDentify us?

yet to complete the prototype for our
mind-reading machine. (When that
happens, Class Notes will be 1,356
pages long.) If you’re sending information about your children, please
include birth dates rather than ages
(as they grow up before your eyes
and celebrate birthdays between our
deadlines). The magazine does not
publish announcements of engagements or pregnancies.

These 1981 UD Flyer
football fans had good
reason to cheer — the
team finished its season
at 12-2, and included
a second consecutive
appearance in the Amos
Alonzo Stagg Bowl.
Cheer us up by identifying these students; email magazine@udayton.edu if you recognize
them, and see more archival images at ecommons.udayton.edu.
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From our last issue
In the autumn issue, we had two positive IDs — naming two different
students studying outside Wohlleben Hall. Mark Murphy ’89 suggested she could be Jen Stoddard
Moesner ’92. Emily Daniel Kessen
’94 had a different identification:
“Chrysa Gaydos Theodore, who
graduated with a chemical engineering degree in 1994, is the girl
studying outside Wohlleben Hall. I lived with Chrysa for two years at
UD, and we still get together with her regularly.”

Photos of alumni are welcomed and
published as space permits. Be kind
to our art director and please send
images that are in focus.
Notes may take up to two issues to
publish, so your patience is appreciated. All notes are edited for style and
content; all Flyer spirit is the intent of
the author.

And Sarah Gudz Nally, who received her master’s from UD in 2004,
added to the identification of broadcast students appearing in the
summer issue. “The student on the far left is my husband, John Nally,
Class of 1996. We got married May 16, 2015. Go Flyers!”
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PERCEPTIONS
Untying life’s knots

‘Savannah Work Boats’

S

By Raymond L. Fitz, S.M. ’64

lowing down during a retreat I made
in the summer of 2014, I came to
the realization that I am on the eve
of my departure from the earthly
phase of my life. And I pondered what is
important to me in these final years.
In doing this, I was helped by an image,
a baroque painting of Mary, the Untier of
Knots, which hangs in a church in Augsburg,
Germany. The painting gained some recent
fame because a Jesuit priest who once found
solace contemplating the image is now the
pope.
Also aiding me was reading several times
“The Role of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Mother of God, in the Mystery of Christ and the
Church,” a chapter in Lumen Gentium, one
of the principal documents of the Second
Vatican Council. I was struck by a quote in
it from St. Iranaeus: “The knot of Eve’s disobedience was loosed by the obedience of
—Doug Finfrock ’58
Mary. For what the virgin Eve had bound
lightchasersinc.com/members/DougFinfrock.php
fast through unbelief, this did the virgin
Mary set free through faith.”
As the devotion to Mary, the Untier of
Knots, spread through South America it became associated with people’s dealing with
problems of relationships. It is said that the meanness into care, bitterness into compas- of structures and culture. This style emphapainting was originally commissioned to sion, and violence into peacemaking.
sizes gifts of people, the importance of relacommemorate the reconciliation of a husBased on my experience in the minis- tionships of care and hospitality, an openband and wife after a prayer was offered to try of social justice, I can see that injustice ness to learning, an ability to ponder in the
Mary that knots be untied.
is often caused by structural sin — knots in midst of ambiguity, complexity and conflict,
How could Mary help me untie the knots social structures and the culture of our com- and the importance of dialogue in developI create in my relationships, in the way I try munities. Injustice includes the huge gap ing a shared vision of the future and working
to build community? How could I help in- between the rich and the poor that cuts off together toward that vision.
dividuals
and
opportunities
I also examined my prayer life. I realized
communities
for
the
poor,
an
that
I read and explored the intellectual diBased on my experience in the
untie the knots
economy that mensions of the mystery of God. But I didn’t
ministry of social justice, I can
in their reladoes not gener- just stop and be silent and let God touch me.
tionships?
see that injustice is often caused ate meaningful So I tried to do that. It was hard. But I did it.
I
realized
work for those
And, near the end of the retreat, I wrote
by structural sin — knots in
much about mywho seek it, and “A Prayer to Be Faithful to the Graces of the
social structures and the culture hostilities be- Retreat.” I’ll leave you with a few excerpts:
self. I don’t lack
ideas of how
tween national,
Put within me a strong desire to be conof our communities.
to achieve outethnic and reli- templative — to ponder the mystery of God
comes, but I need to realize others bring dif- gious groups. We also have knots within our and creation. …
ferent perspectives and, perhaps, better ideas. Church that keep us from being a witness of
Help me to live Jesus’ call to be a person
I needed to deal better with criticisms of my a people alive in Christ.
of the beatitudes and to be salt and light in
behavior and my beliefs, whether the critiSeeing the connection between Mary, the world. …
cisms be just or unjust. Reflecting on Mary at the Untier of Knots, and the work of advancHelp me collaborate with Mary in untying
the foot of the cross, I was struck by her abil- ing justice helped me realize there is a Mar- the knots of our relationships. …
ity to ponder, by her being able to transform ian style of working at the transformation
Help me be Mary’s collaborator in
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untying the knots of the structures and culture of our society so that the hungry are fed,
the naked clothed, the homeless sheltered,
children are loved and educated, our economy serves the common good and provides
meaningful work, our instruments of war
are converted into instruments of peace, and
our environment is treasured as a gift for

future generations. …
Lord, given that I am in the eve of my
departure from the earthly phase of my pilgrimage, let me share the gifts you have given
me by mentoring the next generation of lay
and vowed Marianists. …
May the Father and the Son and the Holy
Spirit be glorified in all places through the

Sweethearts

Seeking to be safe

S

By Merle F. Wilberding ’75

hortly before Norm Schaefer died
at the age of 94 in 2010, I escorted
his wife, Lucy, into Lincoln Park
Manor to visit him. Sitting in a
wheelchair, Norm saw Lucy; his eyes lit
up, and he erupted into a big smile. Lucy
smiled, too. And they kissed.
They had a 70-year love affair.
Their love was rooted in who they were
and nurtured by their relationships with
their friends, their communities, their
churches. Partners in a “mixed marriage” —
he a lifelong member of Emmanuel Catholic Church in Dayton; she for half a century
a member of Westminster Presbyterian
Church — they respected each other’s religious traditions and beliefs.
They had no children. They had no close
relatives in Dayton. Longtime season ticket
holders to Flyer basketball, they traveled
together extensively to more than 100
countries.
Shortly before Lucy died in 2014, just
short of her 99th birthday, she told me a
story about Norm. I knew that he had attended Miami University and had been a
member of Sigma Chi. I did not know the
story she told.
Each day, almost up to the day he died,
he would rise before she did. He would go
downstairs and make coffee. And, as Lucy
came down the stairs, Norm would sing:
“The girl of my dreams is the sweetest
girl
“Of all the girls I know …
“And the moonlight beams on the girl of
my dreams
“She’s the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi.”
A $2.5 million bequest from the Schaefers will establish the R. Lucille M. Schaefer
and Norman M. Schaefer Endowed Professorship in Advertising and Marketing.
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Immaculate Virgin Mary. Amen.
Brother Raymond L. Fitz, S.M, former UD
president, is the Ferree Professor of Social Justice. A longer version of Brother Fitz’s reflection
appears at bit.ly/UDM_Fitzuntyinglifesknots.
For more on Mary, Untier of Knots, see
bit.ly/UDM_Maryuntierofknots.

asylum requests are pending.
obbing across the Mediterranean
One center houses 49 people, young famiin rickety boats, young people and lies from Somalia, Sudan and Eritrea. Another
families pray their way to Europe. shelters 76 young men from Afghanistan,
Heading north from Greece, parents Pakistan, Eritrea and Sudan. Some men had
carry toddlers through mud, lift children over spent time in Calais in camps known as “the
fences, urge on the elderly trudging behind.
Jungle,” hoping to get to England.
We are witnessing the world’s worst refParishioners didn’t wait for the officially
ugee crisis in 70 years. In 2014, there were resettled to arrive. They contacted the heads
19.5 million refugees worldwide, most in the of these centers, learned the refugees’ needs.
global south. From January to October 2015, In our parish, a Syrian couple came forward,
more than 700,000 people crossed the Medi- seeking accommodation for 10 family memterranean, 10 times more than in 2011. After bers arriving from Alep. A meeting was set
heated European negotiations, the French for Saturday, Nov. 14, for everyone who
government agreed to take in 30,000 refugees wanted to help.
over two years, mostly Syrians, Iraqis and
Then came Nov. 13.
Eritreans.
The deadliest attacks on French soil since
In September, Pope Francis invited all Eu- World War II, right in the heart of Paris. At
ropean parishes to welcome a refugee family. least 129 dead, 352 wounded in three coordiMany are responding in the French Diocese of nated assaults. The country in a state of shock.
Créteil, which borders the Paris diocese and
One parishioner sent a warning email
is where I coordinate ministry with migrants Saturday morning: “I saw the horror in Paris
and refugees.
last night! I’m still crying. We may be shelterCatholics reflect the larger French popu- ing these people [ISIS]!” By Sunday, evidence
lation, evenly divided on
emerged that one terrorist had
whether to welcome refuentered Greece with a fake SyriWe can only
gees. But many parishioan passport, posing as a refugee.
choose our own
ners got organized, taking
Maybe ISIS was using Eustock of what they could
actions, whether rope’s openness against us.
offer. Clothing, food, shelrisk doesn’t exist. And ultito recoil in fear or Zero
ter. French classes. Transmately, we can only choose our
advance in faith.
lation for Arabic and Engown actions, whether to recoil
lish speakers. Money. A lift
in fear or advance in faith.
to the doctor, help opening an account, supSaturday morning, more than 30 people
port for appointments at government offices. from three Parisian suburbs gathered at the
Conversation, outings in Paris, evenings at a parish. With heavy hearts, we stood for a
French family’s home.
moment of silence. Then we went to work,
By November, only a few hundred refu- organizing help for young men and families
gees had been resettled under the European fleeing war. Because “I was a stranger, and
plan, none in our diocese. But refugees con- you welcomed me” (Matthew 25:35).
tinued arriving in Paris by their own means,
living in makeshift camps. Eventually evacuMary Harvan Gorgette lives with her
ated by the city government, many are now husband, Frédéric, and their three sons in
housed in suburbs in our diocese while their L’Hay-les-Roses, a suburb of Paris.
By Mary Harvan Gorgette ’91
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Unconditional kindness

M

BY THOMAS M. COLUMBUS
Editor Emeritus

y wife, Suzanne (a
three-time UD grad),
and I went to the rededication of UD’s
Chapel of the Immaculate Conception
this August. The chapel held many memories for us. A photo from the 1970s shows
our first two children, Liz and Mike (both
two-time grads), as very young people sitting on the floor near the altar at an overflow Father Norb Burns’ Mass. Father Jim
Russell remembers our youngest child, Ben,
in the 1980s, playing air guitar during hymns
at Mass.
For the dedication, Suzanne and I wanted seats near the door. Some time ago she
was diagnosed with heart conditions, in recent years compounded by congestive heart
failure; a long ceremony could be too much.
So we sat in the last row on the left, near the
side door.
It was also where often I had sat alone,
having left my work behind in my office and
come to the chapel to contemplate whatever
one contemplates after a child dies, as did
Ben nearly 20 years ago.
I looked over at Suzanne. Her face
seemed contorted. Tears were in her eyes. I
feared an episode with her heart.
“What’s the matter?” I said.
She replied, “Nothing. It’s just so beautiful. It’s just so beautiful.”
That was the only time she made it to the
renovated chapel. She died Sept. 22.
Liz and Mike and their families and
friends and colleagues (and owners and
waitresses and bartenders at Suzanne’s and
my favorite restaurants and even apparent
strangers) have given me, and each other,
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support that a theologian might reflect tells
us something of the Mystical Body. It tells
me Suzanne touched a lot of people.
“She had a kind word about everyone,”
someone said, “even the most difficult
people.”
“But she didn’t mince words,” Liz’s husband, Tony, said.
Nobody saw a contradiction between
kindness and honesty.
Mike spoke at her funeral Mass. “My
mom was selfless and unconditionally kind,”
he said. “She taught my sister, Liz, my brother, Ben, and me strong values and the importance of family, faith, hard work, kindness,
tolerance, generosity, forgiveness and love.”
He spoke, too, of her competitiveness.
On one family vacation, Mike’s wife, Jenn,
thought playing beach bocce with Suzanne
might be a relaxing game. Suzanne, Mike
said, “body-checked Jenn, nearly knocking
her to the sand, in order to line up her next
roll. My mom rationally explained, ‘She was
in my way, and I am here to win.’”
The congregation of friends and colleagues from UD and Kettering Medical
Center (where Suzanne managed the clinical lab before retirement) thought Suzanne
was a winner, too. When Mike finished, they
broke into applause.
Back at work now, again doing some parttime writing and editing for this magazine, I
recently edited a piece in which Brother Ray
Fitz prays to be able “to ponder the mystery
of God and creation.” And, as I did years
before, I again frequently leave my desk behind and walk to the chapel. I sit where I sat
with Suzanne at the dedication, where I sat
after Ben died. I stare at the statue of Mary.
I stare at the stained-glass image of Jesus on
the cross. And I listen.
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CONNECTIONS
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Tree criteria:
about 30 feet tall;
within 5 miles
of campus; full
shape; spruce, pine
or fir

13 additional
trees
decorated
throughout
campus
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“I have an
affinity for
decorations.”

24 student
volunteers on
2015 Christmas
on Campus
committee

.
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.
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2,000 Dayton
Public Schools
children adopted
by UD students
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Puts 12,342
lights on his
parents’ house
in Lexington,
Kentucky
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1,360
hours of
preparation
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7,000 attend the
tree-lighting
ceremony in
Humanities Plaza
52nd annual
Christmas on
Campus
Dec. 8

17 trees
volunteered
this year
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Services
donated by
Schumacher
Crane and Best
Tree Experts
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30-foot
blue
spruce

Received
reserved seats
for Christmas
on Campus
Mass

4,000 LED
lights hung by
Randy Allison,
facilities

..

2.5 miles
traveled from
stump to
Humanities
Plaza
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“It was too big for
my front yard. I
wanted to donate
it to someone who
would enjoy it.”

Janeen
Slider, tree
donor
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Our Tannenbaum

Senior Forrest
Broussard,
decorations
committee
chair

FLYERS
KNOW ABOUT

HOLIDAY
CHEER,
WE SPREAD IT
AROUND THE
WORLD EACH
YEAR.
No matter where you are this
holiday season, we hope you
can participate in the joy
of Christmas off Campus with
your local Flyer family.

MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM
THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
Share your photos using
#FlyerCheer.
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University of Dayton
Office of University Communications
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469-1323

TIME LAPSE
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The dream of a consolidated campus library started with a hole in the ground, shown in this photo from
May 28, 1927. Albert Emanuel Library would rise from the meadow and open in 1928 with 25,000 books.
Today's modern library holds much more. Read more, Page 23.
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